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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

Nature of the 

Case 

 

Appeal from final order of the Travis Appraisal 
Review Board on an equal-and-uniform protest 
brought by Texas Disposal Systems Landfill, Inc. on 
its property’s appraised value for the 2019 tax year.  
CR164 (App. 7), 166 (App. 8). 
 

Parties in the 

Trial Court and 

Court of 

Appeals 

 

 

 

 

Trial Court 

 

 

 

Course of 

Proceedings 

 

Plaintiff/Appellant: Travis Central Appraisal District 
(TCAD), by and through Marya Crigler, acting in her 
official capacity as Chief Appraiser of Travis Central 
Appraisal District 
 
Defendant/Appellee: Texas Disposal Systems 
Landfill, Inc. (TDSL) 
 
200th Judicial District Court of Travis County; 
Honorable Catherine A. Mauzy for the 419th Judicial 
District Court of Travis County 
 
The Travis Appraisal Review Board (ARB) 
determined TDSL’s equal-and-uniform protest for its 
landfill property for the 2019 tax year and reduced the 
appraised value.  CR71, 164-65.  TCAD appealed the 
ARB order to the district court.  CR4-16, 166.  There, 
TCAD pleaded a market-value claim, although the 
ARB was not presented with a market-value protest 
and the ARB order did not make a market-value 
determination.  CR7, 13, 42-45, 71, 79-99, 164-65.  
TDSL filed a plea to the jurisdiction arguing that the 
district court lacked jurisdiction over TCAD’s market-
value claim.  CR48. 
 

Trial Court’s  

Disposition 

 

The trial court dismissed TCAD’s market-value claim 
on a plea to the jurisdiction, denied a motion to 
reconsider, and signed a final judgment.  CR147 (App. 
2), 358 (App. 1), 359. 
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Court of 

Appeals 

 

Third Court of Appeals, Austin, Texas.  The opinion 
was authored by Justice Melissa Goodwin, joined by 
Justices Gisela Triana and Edward Smith.  Travis 

Cent. Appraisal Dist. v. Tex. Disposal Sys. Landfill, 

Inc., No. 03-20-00122-CV, 2022 WL 2236109 (Tex. 
App.—Austin June 22, 2022, pet. filed) (mem. op.) (op. 
on reh’g) (Apps. 3, 4). 
 

Court of 

Appeals’ 

Disposition 

The court reversed the trial court’s judgment and 
remanded for further proceedings.  The court denied 
TDSL’s motion for rehearing. 
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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 

The Court has jurisdiction because the proper jurisdictional limits 

of an appraisal district’s appeal of an order from an Appraisal Review 

Board against a taxpayer is a question of vital importance to the State’s 

jurisprudence.  See TEX. GOV’T CODE § 22.001(a). 
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ISSUE PRESENTED 

Section 42.02(a)(1) of the Texas Property Tax Code restricts an 

appraisal district’s right to appeal.  The appeal must be from “an order of 

the appraisal review board determining...a taxpayer protest as provided 

by [Property Tax Code § 41.41 et seq.].”  TEX. PROP. TAX CODE § 

42.02(a)(1).  Here, the ARB’s order determined the appropriate appraised 

value based on the taxpayer’s equal-and-uniform protest.  See TEX. PROP. 

TAX CODE § 41.41(a)(2).1  The taxpayer’s protest did not raise, nor did the 

ARB consider or determine, market value.2  

Is jurisdiction over appraisal-district appeals of ARB orders limited 

to the specific taxpayer-protest grounds that the ARB considered and 

determined in its order, or does it also extend to grounds the ARB neither 

heard nor resolved?   

 
1 An equal-and-uniform challenge is based on the constitutional right to “equal and 
uniform” taxation.  TEX. CONST. art. VIII, § 1(a).  This means that the government 
cannot compel a landowner to pay property taxes in amounts disproportionate to 
similar properties’ appraised value.  See, e.g., Harris Cnty. Appraisal Dist. v. United 

Invs. Realty Tr., 47 S.W.3d 648, 654 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th Dist.] 2001, pet. 
denied).   

2 Taxpayers also have a separate, statutory right to have their property appraised at 
a value that does not exceed its market value.  See TEX. PROP. TAX CODE § 23.01(a); 
see also id. § 1.04(7) (defining “market value” as the price that would result from an 
arm’s length transaction on the open market).   



 

REASONS TO GRANT REVIEW  

With admirably plain language, the Legislature has restricted 

jurisdiction over an appraisal district’s appeal—following a property 

owner’s tax protest of its property’s annual appraised value—to the 

protest grounds the ARB resolved.  See TEX. PROP. TAX CODE § 42.02(a)(1) 

(limiting appraisal districts’ appeals to “an order of the appraisal review 

board determining…a taxpayer protest”) (App. 5).  The court of appeals 

concluded that it was bound neither by that unambiguous language nor 

to its context, and thereby expanded the appraisal district’s appeal to 

include grounds that were not raised, never considered, and not resolved 

at the ARB.   

This ruling bypassed Section 42.02(a)(1)’s text, but also works a 

tremendous disadvantage on taxpayers who rely on that text as a literal 

boundary defining the district court’s jurisdiction.  By enlarging 

jurisdiction beyond the grounds the ARB considered and determined, the 

court of appeals now allows appraisal districts to drag taxpayers into 

court to litigate new grounds never considered in the tax-protest forum, 

making a taxpayer’s protest a perilous and unpredictable journey.  This 

was never the Legislature’s intent.  
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The court of appeals’ seismic change in property-tax appeals has 

disturbed a hornet’s nest, as reflected in the numerous amicus briefs 

supporting TDSL’s petition.  Before this decision, appellate jurisdiction 

over an undetermined protest ground was simply unheard of.  An 

appraisal district appealing grounds never protested or determined is 

without precedent. 

This Court should intervene to ensure proper enforcement of 

legislative limits on jurisdiction over appraisal-district appeals.  The 

Court’s review would eliminate confusion about the limits of appraisal-

district appeals that this opinion has injected into the case law to the 

detriment of taxpayers, property-tax practitioners, appraisal districts, 

and courts.   

There is another unfortunate consequence of the court’s decision.  

Many taxpayers will be forced to litigate valuation issues on appeal that 

were never presented nor determined at the ARB.  The court of appeals’ 

expansion of jurisdiction will have a chilling effect on taxpayers’ 

willingness to use the legislatively created forum designed to enable 

taxpayer enforcement of constitutional and statutory limits on their 

property’s appraised values.  A tax protest will now open the door to 
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litigation from appraisal districts on a protest ground that the taxpayer 

never raised and an ARB never determined.  The time and expense of 

defending such wide-ranging litigation, and the burdens of discovery that 

come with it—all on a ground that the taxpayer never contested—are 

severe and undeserved repercussions for pursuing a protest.  Valid 

protests will be deterred. 

Moreover, if appraisal districts are unshackled from Section 

42.02(a)(1)’s limits on jurisdiction, they will have power to upset what 

should be settled annual appraisal values for taxpayers.  Under the court 

of appeals’ appellate regime, an appraisal district can file an appeal from 

an ARB order favoring the taxpayer, raise new grounds, and undermine 

the ARB order’s finality, causing instability and unpredictability in the 

taxpayer’s annual appraisal value.   

The Court should grant this petition and reverse the court of 

appeals’ judgment. 
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STATEMENT OF FACTS 

I. The Texas Constitution and the Property Tax Code give 
taxpayers important property-appraisal rights. 

Each Texas county’s appraisal district issues annual appraisals 

for property-tax purposes.  TEX. PROP. TAX CODE § 6.01(b).  Those 

appraisal values must adhere to statutory and constitutional limitations.  

1. A taxpayer has a constitutional right to “equal and 

uniform” taxation.  TEX. CONST. art. VIII, § 1(a).  The Legislature 

codified this right in 1997’s “Taxpayer Bill of Rights,” conferring on 

property owners the power to challenge a property-tax appraisal 

through comparison to similar properties’ appraisal values.  See In 

re Catherine Tower, LLC, 553 S.W.3d 679, 680, 687 & n.35 (Tex. 

App.—Austin 2018, orig. proceeding).  The Legislature explained 

the right like this: 

[A] property is appraised unequally if…the appraised 
value of the property exceeds the median appraised 
value of a reasonable number of comparable properties 
appropriately adjusted. 

TEX. PROP. TAX CODE § 42.26(a)(3).  

2. A taxpayer also has a statutory right to an appraisal that 

does not exceed market value.  TEX. PROP. TAX CODE § 23.01(a).  

This right establishes a ceiling on an appraised value. 
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To comply with these two separate constraints, an appraisal district must 

consider both a property’s market value and the appraised value of 

similar properties.  See Catherine Tower, 553 S.W.3d at 683-86.  These 

two values can diverge.  

The Property Tax Code enforces these taxpayer rights by providing 

taxpayers the right to protest an appraisal district’s annual property 

appraisal for failing to comply with the equal-and-uniform requirement, 

the market-value ceiling, or both.  TEX. PROP. TAX CODE § 41.41(a).3  An 

Appraisal Review Board (ARB), comprised of citizens of the county 

appointed by the local administrative district judge, hears those taxpayer 

protests.  See TEX. PROP. TAX CODE §§ 6.41, 41.41, 41.43, 41.45, 41.47; 

Atascosa Cnty. v. Atascosa Cnty. Appraisal Dist., 990 S.W.2d 255, 257 

(Tex. 1999) (ARBs are “charged with ensuring that property is properly 

appraised”).   

 
3 There are nine possible grounds for protest, two of which are equal-and-uniform and 
market value.  TEX. PROP. TAX CODE § 41.41(a). 
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II. TDSL protested its 2019 appraised value only on an equal-
and-uniform ground. 

TDSL’s 2019 protest pursued only a single ground4—the 

constitutional “equal and uniform” requirement.  See, e.g., CR50, 80.5   

TCAD’s 2019 valuation of TDSL’s landfill property was 

$21,714,939, over $20 million higher than the values for 2009, 2010, 

2011, and 2013 that TCAD had stipulated to that very same year for the 

very same property.   

Tax Year Appraised Value in Final Judgment 
in No. D-1-GN-09-003040 

2009 $1,364,067 

2010 $1,488,465 

2011 $1,475,198 

2013 $1,461,415 

 
4 TDSL initially filed a protest on two grounds: (1) exceeding the property’s market 
value under Section 41.41(a)(1); and (2) the value was not equal and uniform with 
comparable properties’ appraised values under Section 41.41(a)(2).  CR70, 80–6:23-
7:9.  Prior to the ARB hearing, TDSL withdrew its excessive market-value protest.  
CR70. 

5 This type of challenge is interchangeably referenced as an “equal and uniform” or 
“unequal appraisal” challenge because the Texas Constitution uses the first phrase, 
while the Property Tax Code uses the second. 
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Final Judgment, Tex. Disposal Sys. Landfill, Inc. v. Travis Cent. 

Appraisal Dist., No. D-1-GN-09-003040 (53rd Judicial District of Travis 

County (June 6, 2019)) (App. 9).    

III. The ARB considered TDSL’s equal-and-uniform protest and 
reduced TCAD’s appraised value. 

A three-member ARB panel considered TDSL’s equal-and-uniform 

protest.  CR164, CR79-98 (App. 6); see generally TEX. PROP. TAX CODE §§ 

41.45-.46.  TDSL and TCAD presented evidence and argument.  CR79–2, 

4:19-22; CR80–5-6; see also CR79-98, 164.  The ARB hearing transcript 

shows that the only protest considered and decided was an equal-and-

uniform protest.  See, e.g., CR80–7:1-9, CR88–38:1-6, CR89–42-43, 

CR94–62-64, CR96–69, CR98–77:15-18, CR78:16-21.  

After the close of evidence, the ARB unanimously recommended 

$2,800,000 as the equal-and-uniform value for the property.  CR98–77-

79.  The panel also confirmed that “no market value” was considered.  

CR98–78:16-21.  It issued a written recommendation for disposition that 

same day confirming that the property’s appraised value must be reduced 

to $2,800,000 because TCAD’s $21,714,939 was not an equal-and-uniform 

value.  CR71.  In the Recommendation, the panel chairman struck out 
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“appraised value exceeds market,” leaving “not equal/uniform with 

others” as the only protest ground determined.  CR71.   

The full ARB accepted the panel recommendation.  CR164-65; see 

also generally TEX. PROP. TAX CODE § 41.47(a)-(c).  The final ARB order 

was limited to the equal-and-uniform protest.  CR71, 164-65.  “After 

considering the evidence and arguments presented at the hearing,” the 

ARB determined that the “subject property was unequally appraised, and 

the appraisal records should be adjusted to reflect a value of $2,800,000.”  

CR164.  The order also specified that the “Board has determined that the 

protest concerned...[u]nequal appraisal,” and the “Equal Appraisal 

Value” was $2,800,000.  CR164.   

IV. TCAD appealed, asserting a market-value claim, which the 
trial court dismissed for lack of jurisdiction. 

TCAD appealed.  CR166.  Notably, TCAD seldom appeals ARB 

orders.  This appeal is one of only eleven TCAD perfected in ten years—

an average of one per year.  See CR354-55.  Most ARB appeals are filed 

by taxpayers. 

TCAD challenged the ARB’s determination of the proper equal-and-

uniform value but also included a market-value claim that was not part 
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of the ARB’s order or TDSL’s protest.  CR7-8, 11, 13, 100-09; TCAD, 2022 

WL 2236109, at *6, 8. 

In response, TDSL asserted that a jurisdictional bar precluded 

TCAD from pleading a market-value claim that the ARB never 

adjudicated; the trial court agreed that it lacked jurisdiction over that 

claim.  CR147, 359.   

V. The court of appeals concluded there was no barrier to 
TCAD’s advancing a market-value claim that the ARB 
neither considered nor determined.  

The court of appeals reversed, holding that the district court had 

jurisdiction to decide TCAD’s market-value claim.  TCAD, 2022 WL 

2236109, at *7-8.  It reasoned that the explicit language of Section 

42.02(a)(1) limiting the scope of an appeal to “an order of the appraisal 

review board determining…a taxpayer protest,” was no barrier.  Id. at 

*5-8.  It concluded that an appraisal district may appeal any protest 

ground despite what the ARB order determined, notwithstanding that 

the Property Tax Code gives the taxpayer the power to elect the type of 

challenge to lodge and have determined.  Id. at *6.   
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SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 

After an Appraisal Review Board resolves a protest on any of the 

grounds available to taxpayers, the statutory scheme allows appraisal 

districts to appeal the ARB order.  But the Legislature permitted 

appraisal districts only to “appeal an order of the appraisal review board 

determining…a taxpayer protest as provided by [the taxpayer protest 

subchapter][.]”  TEX. PROP. TAX CODE § 42.02(a)(1) (emphasis added).  

This plain language restricts jurisdiction in appraisal-district appeals to 

the grounds actually determined in the ARB order’s resolution of a 

taxpayer protest.   

First, the court of appeals contravened this Court’s black-letter 

rules for statutory construction.  Only by doing so could the court 

recognize jurisdiction for TCAD’s appeal of a ground the ARB neither 

considered nor determined.  The court ignored the jurisdiction-defining 

phrase in the provision, impermissibly excising it from the statute.  And 

it failed to consider appraisal-district appeals’ critical statutory context: 

the Legislature’s taxpayer-protest system. 

The court’s decision was also borne of two fundamental flaws.  First, 

it ignored the Court’s prohibition on considering the merits of a claim 
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when assessing jurisdiction.  To expand jurisdiction, the court of appeals 

went behind TCAD’s pleading to rely on the theory of TCAD’s claim.  

Second, the court of appeals relied on the Property Tax Code’s standard 

of review for appeals of ARB orders—trial de novo—to claim expansive 

jurisdiction for appraisal-district appeals.  But no authority  recognizes 

jurisdictional significance for that type of review.   

Under a proper implementation of Section 42.02(a)(1), complying 

with this Court’s statutory-interpretation commands to give meaning to 

all legislative text and to account for a provision’s larger statutory 

context, there was no jurisdiction over TCAD’s market-value claim.  The 

appealed ARB order did not determine market value.   
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ARGUMENT 

I. The court of appeals evaded this Court’s black-letter 
statutory construction rules. 

A. The court of appeals ignored Section 42.02(a)(1)’s plain 
text. 

TCAD’s right to appeal the ARB order derives from Section 

42.02(a)(1), which defines the scope of jurisdiction. 

Section 42.02(a)(1) limits the appeal to challenging “an order of the 

appraisal review board determining...a taxpayer protest as provided 

by [Property Tax Code § 41.41 et seq.].”  TEX. PROP. TAX CODE § 42.02(a)(1) 

(emphasis added).  Unambiguous text like that must be strictly observed.  

Entergy Gulf States, Inc. v. Summers, 282 S.W.3d 433, 437 (Tex. 2009).  

Indeed, this Court, and the courts of appeals, carefully adhere to specific 

language in jurisdictional statutes.  See, e.g., Dall. Symphony Ass’n v. 

Reyes, 571 S.W.3d 753, 759-60 (Tex. 2019) (giving force to statutory 

definition of permitted interlocutory appeal’s scope and criticizing court 

of appeals for not analyzing statutory text); In re Reece, 341 S.W.3d 360, 

370 (Tex. 2011) (under controlling statutory language, the Court lacked 
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habeas corpus jurisdiction to review the sentence of confinement at 

issue).6   

An ARB order “determines” a taxpayer’s protest and can be 

challenged only in regard to the statutory grounds for protest that the 

taxpayer raises.  See TEX. PROP. TAX CODE §§ 41.45-.46, 41.47(a)-(c).  

Under the statutory scheme, taxpayers, not appraisal districts, set the 

parameters for a protest at the ARB.  Appraisal districts annually set the 

appraised values; thus, appraisal districts do not raise challenges at the 

ARB.  Only after an ARB resolves a taxpayer protest on a statutory 

protest ground the taxpayer presents does an appraisal district have 

something to challenge.   

 
6 See also, e.g., In re Meyer, 482 S.W.3d 706, 713-14 (Tex. App.—Texarkana 2016, orig. 
proceeding) (recognizing that statutory language excluded statutory county courts 
from mandamus jurisdiction), superseded by statute, In re Harding, 563 S.W.3d 366, 
368 n.2 (Tex. App.—Texarkana 2018, orig. proceeding); In re State ex rel Munk, 494 
S.W.3d 370, 373 (Tex. App.—Eastland 2015, orig. proceeding) (recognizing lack of 
mandamus jurisdiction under Government Code Section 22.221(b)’s plain language 
over district and county judges functioning as magistrates); Stauffer v. Nicholson, 438 
S.W.3d 205, 216 (Tex. App.—Dallas 2014, no pet.) (holding that language of probate-
court jurisdictional statutes did not encompass general tort claims not against a 
trustee or involving inter vivos trust); Ware v. Miller, 82 S.W.3d 795, 800 (Tex. App.—
Amarillo 2002, pet. denied) (construing Texas Civil Practice & Remedies Code Section 
51.014(a)(8), which permits an appeal of an interlocutory order granting or denying 
a plea to the jurisdiction by a governmental unit, to confer jurisdiction over only 
portion of order addressing plea). 
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Here, TDSL protested TCAD’s appraisal only on the equal-and-

uniform ground.  See supra Statement of Facts, Sections II-III.  The ARB 

“determined” that TCAD’s appraised value did not meet the standard and 

reduced the appraised value by almost $19 million.  CR164-65.  Its order 

did not “determine” whether TCAD’s appraised value failed to meet the 

separate statutory market-value standard because TDSL did not 

challenge the appraisal on that basis.  CR98; TCAD, 2022 WL 2236109, 

at *5.  Accordingly, by legislative design, the trial court’s jurisdiction was 

limited to only the ARB’s equal-and-uniform ruling; it had no 

jurisdiction over market value or any of the other seven statutory protest 

grounds that the ARB did not “determine.” 

But the court of appeals improperly ignored the critical phrase in 

Section 42.02(a)(1) that limits jurisdiction to what the ARB “determines.”  

TCAD, 2022 WL 2236109, at *7.  In doing so, it improperly eliminated 

any meaning for the phrase, interpreting the provision to allow appeals 

beyond the ARB order’s terms and impermissibly rendering the phrase 

surplusage.  See, e.g., Cont’l Cas. Ins. Co. v. Functional Restoration 

Assocs., 19 S.W.3d 393, 402 (Tex. 2000).  But courts must take statutes 

as they find them.  “[E]very word or phrase in a statute is presumed to 
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have been intentionally used with a meaning and a purpose.”  In re Allen, 

366 S.W.3d 696, 706 (Tex. 2012) (orig. proceeding) (quotations and 

citation omitted).   

This error was particularly harmful considering this Court’s rule 

that when phrases have a specific meaning, courts must “take into 

account any technical or particular meaning the words have acquired.”  

Harris Cnty. Appraisal Dist. v. Tex. Workforce Comm’n, 519 S.W.3d 113, 

128 (Tex. 2017); see also TEX. GOV’T CODE § 311.011(b).  In failing to limit 

the trial court’s review to the taxpayer-protest grounds “determined” by 

the ARB, the court of appeals failed to recognize that the particular 

protest ground under challenge is central to the taxpayer-protest 

adjudication process.  The court of appeals ignored that long-standing 

process, and in doing so, thwarted legislative intent.  Had the Legislature 

intended to permit appeals on grounds outside those the taxpayer urged, 

rather than restrict them to the ARB order’s determination of a 

particular taxpayer protest, it would have said so.  See, e.g., TGS-NOPEC 

Geophysical Co. v. Combs, 340 S.W.3d 432, 439 (Tex. 2011) (assuming 

legislative omission purposeful).   
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B. The court of appeals ignored Section 42.02(a)(1)’s role 
in the context of the taxpayer-protest statutory 
scheme. 

A court must “read the statute as a whole” and “give[] meaning to 

[statutory] language consistent with other provisions.”  Tex. Dep’t of 

Transp. v. City of Sunset Valley, 146 S.W.3d 637, 642 (Tex. 2004).  The 

court of appeals wrongly isolated Section 42.02(a)(1) and neglected “its 

role in the broader statutory scheme.”  20801, Inc. v. Parker, 249 S.W.3d 

392, 396 (Tex. 2008).  The provision’s larger context confirms the 

Legislature’s intentional restriction on appraisal-district appeals. 

The statutory framework here positions the appeal to the district 

court as the last phase in the continuum of a taxpayer protest.  A 

taxpayer first lodges a protest, an ARB hearing is held, the ARB makes 

a decision, and the optional appellate phase follows.  A taxpayer protest 

starts the process, and is a necessary antecedent to an appeal of an ARB 

order.  The court of appeals ignored the significance of the taxpayer 

protest to the entire statutory process, despite this Court’s command to 

consider the legislative objective and a particular construction’s 

consequences.  Sunset Valley, 146 S.W.3d at 642; TEX. GOV’T CODE § 

311.023(1), (5).   
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Prior to the Property Tax Code’s enactment, taxpayers had limited 

remedies.  See Farley P. Katz & Charles J. Muller III, Procedural Rights 

and Remedies Under the Texas Property Tax Code-A Guide to the Code, 

Recent Amendments, and Developing Case Law, 18 ST. MARY’S L.J. 1209, 

1210 (1987).  Courts developed equitable remedies that enabled limited 

collateral attacks on property valuations, but those remedies were an 

“unsatisfactory state of affairs” in which “the taxpayer normally lost 

because of various legal doctrines, controlling presumptions, and burdens 

of proof that were judicially interposed.”  Valero Transmission Co. v. Hays 

Consol. Indep. Sch. Dist., 704 S.W.2d 857, 861 (Tex. App.—Austin 1985, 

writ ref’d n.r.e.).  Against this backdrop, the Legislature created the tax-

protest system to provide an administrative forum for taxpayers to 

vindicate their rights. 

To alleviate the unfairness under which a taxpayer labored in 
his suit to prevent unconstitutional taxation, the Code 
substituted a systematic scheme of administrative review by 
a new entity—an appraisal review board created in each 
county—and judicial review, by a district court having 
jurisdiction, on “appeal” from the final determination made by 
the appraisal review board. 

Id. 
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The taxpayer-protest system’s essential purpose is to provide an 

effective opportunity for taxpayers to remedy improper appraisals of 

their property.  See TEX. PROP. TAX CODE § 41.41(a)(1)-(9).  But the court 

of appeals’ jurisdictional expansion is at odds with this purpose.  The 

Legislature created a forum for a taxpayer to challenge appraisals on one 

or more of nine grounds, but if the taxpayer challenge is successful, under 

the court of appeals’ reading of Section 42.02(a)(1), the taxpayer may 

have to defend the ARB’s decision on a ground it never raised.  The scope 

of the appeal grows, and, with it, the taxpayer burden of dealing with a 

protest ground never lodged grows as well.   

This result conflicts with the Legislature’s goal: to enable taxpayers 

to bring their challenges in a straightforward, accessible, and expedient 

process.  It would be illogical for the Legislature to create the protest 

forum that facilitates taxpayers’ challenges and remedies, and also allow 

the appraisal district to subject taxpayers to litigation and discovery on 

a ground the taxpayer never raised.  Thus, the court of appeals’ 

misreading of Section 42.02(a)(1) will have a chilling effect on taxpayers’ 

willingness to use the protest forum the Legislature designed.   
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Section 42.02(a)(1) preserves an appraisal district’s ability to 

challenge ARB resolutions of protest grounds that it believes to be 

incorrect.  But by limiting the trial court’s jurisdiction, the Legislature 

also protected taxpayers by precluding appraisal districts from attacking 

ARB orders through grounds not raised by the taxpayer.   

Neither Section 42.02(a)(1), nor the tax-protest framework, evince 

any indication that the Legislature authorized any broader jurisdiction.   

II. The court of appeals committed other fundamental 
mistakes to justify its jurisdictional ruling.   

Having ignored the statutory text and structure of the protest 

scheme, the court of appeals relied on flawed premises to justify 

jurisdiction.  The court of appeals’ expansion of jurisdiction rested on 

misunderstandings of (1) its task in a jurisdictional assessment and (2) 

the nature of trial de novo.  

A. The court of appeals improperly considered the 
substance of TCAD’s market-value claim. 

The purpose of a plea to the jurisdiction is to “defeat a cause of 

action without regard to whether the claims asserted have merit.”  Bland 

Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Blue, 34 S.W.3d 547, 554 (Tex. 2000).  Although a 
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plaintiff’s claims may form the context for a plea, the plea “should be 

decided without delving into the merits of the case.”  Id.  

Here, the court of appeals did exactly that, exploring TCAD’s theory 

of its claim and suggesting that the merits of an unequal-appraisal claim 

might include aspects of a market-value claim.  TCAD, 2022 WL 2236109, 

at *6, 8.  In the court of appeals’ assessment, “TCAD is challenging” the 

ARB’s equal-and-uniform value “on the ground that it is below market 

value.”  Id. at *6.  But the court’s only job was to consider the pleadings 

and apply the jurisdictional statute.  Two documents determined 

jurisdiction—the ARB’s order and TCAD’s pleading.7  The trial court had 

no jurisdiction over any protest ground included in TCAD’s pleading that 

was not determined in the ARB’s order. 

TCAD’s petition appealing the ARB’s order plainly asserted a 

market-value claim (separate and apart from the equal-and-uniform 

claim based on the ARB’s determination).  CR7-8, 11, 13, 100-09; TCAD, 

2022 WL 2236109, at *6, 8.  But the ARB order did not determine  market 

 
7 A court may consider an ARB protest’s parameters to determine jurisdiction.  TEX. 
PROP. TAX CODE § 42.23(b); see also, e.g., Z Bar A Ranch, LP v. Tax Appraisal Dist. of 

Bell Cnty., No. 03-18-00517-CV, 2020 WL 1932908, at *4, 6-7 (Tex. App.—Austin Apr. 
22, 2020, no pet.); Travis Cent. Appraisal Dist. v. Marshall Ford Marina, Inc., No. 03-
05-00784-CV, 2009 WL 2900743, at *2 (Tex. App.—Austin Sept. 9, 2009, no pet.).   
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value.  TDSL’s plea to the jurisdiction pointed out that TCAD’s pleadings 

on their face could not support jurisdiction over a market-value claim.  

CR48-53, 113-18.8   

Not only did the court improperly delve into the merits, the court 

was flatly wrong—and unsupported by a single court decision—in 

refusing to recognize that TCAD’s two claims—equal-and-uniform and 

market value—are independent and stand alone.  TCAD, 2022 WL 

2236109, at *6, 8.  Moreover, the court of appeals’ merger of the two 

independent claims conflicts with decisions by the Fourteenth Court of 

Appeals and the Third Court of Appeals recognizing that equal-and-

uniform claims and market-value claims are separate and distinct.  See 

In re APTWT, LLC, 612 S.W.3d 85, 87, 89-92 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th 

Dist.] 2020, orig. proceeding [mand. granted]); Catherine Tower, 553 

S.W.3d at 683; Weingarten Realty Invs. v. Harris Cnty. Appraisal Dist., 

93 S.W.3d 280, 287 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th Dist.] 2002, no pet.); 

United Invs., 47 S.W.3d at 654.  For decades, courts have recognized that 

the two types of claims are separate claims; each type of protest has its 

 
8 TDSL made a facial challenge to TCAD’s pleadings, and TCAD presented no 
jurisdictional evidence, limiting resolution of the plea to the pleadings.  See CR100-
09; Supp.RR1-43.   
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own standards and moves independently through the adjudicatory 

process.   

B. The court of appeals gave the Property Tax Code’s trial 
de novo provision improper jurisdictional 
significance. 

The court of appeals improperly used the trial de novo review for 

appeals of ARB orders, see TEX. PROP. TAX CODE § 42.23(a), to expand the 

district court’s jurisdiction. 

But a trial court’s review of the ARB’s protest determination “de 

novo” does not mean that the court’s subject-matter jurisdiction is 

expanded to determine protest grounds not raised below.  The court of 

appeals’ decision cited no authority treating such review as jurisdictional.   

First, “de novo” review does not expand the scope of review—

instead, it eliminates deference to the administrative determination.9  

This Court has explained that “[t]he defining characteristic of a trial de 

novo is that it is a complete retrial on all issues on which the judgment 

 
9 See W. Wendell Hall & Ryan G. Anderson, Standards of Review in Texas, 50 ST. 
MARY’S L.J. 1099, 1167 (2019) (“The reviewing court bases its decision on its own 
determination of the issues of law and fact in the case, and it may consider new 
evidence not presented before the agency.”) (footnote omitted); see also, e.g., Am. 

Agape Found., Inc. v. Travis Cent. Appraisal Dist., No. 03-00-00297-CV, 2001 WL 
300146, at *5 (Tex. App.—Austin Mar. 29, 2001, no pet.) (not designated for 
publication) (rejecting appraisal district’s argument for substantial-evidence review 
of tax-exemption denial because statute requires trial de novo). 
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was founded.”  In re A.L.M.-F., 593 S.W.3d 271, 278 (Tex. 2019).  Here, 

market value was not only not an issue that the ARB order “determined,” 

it was not an issue on which the ARB order “was founded.”  

Second, the court of appeals’ reliance on this Court’s opinion in 

Willacy County Appraisal District v. Sebastian Cotton & Grain, Ltd., 555 

S.W.3d 29 (Tex. 2018), was misplaced.  There, the Court explained that 

a trial de novo is “[a] new trial on the entire case[.]”  TCAD, 2022 WL 

2236109, at *5 (quoting Willacy, 555 S.W.3d at 50).  But that observation 

did not recognize any jurisdictional significance for trial de novo review.   

Instead, Willacy recognized that an appraisal district could plead 

an affirmative defense in the district court because, as the defendant, the 

civil procedure rules allowed the appraisal district to plead affirmative 

defenses.  Willacy, 555 S.W.3d at 51 (explaining that fraud “was raised 

only as an affirmative defense and not as a cause of action”); see also TEX. 

PROP. TAX CODE § 42.23(a).  TCAD has never suggested that its market-

value cause of action is an affirmative defense.  Nor could it.  See TEX. R. 

CIV. P. 94 (listing affirmative defenses).   

The affirmative defense in Willacy did not expand the case beyond 

the ARB order’s subject matter.  There, a property owner appealed the 
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ARB order determining that the chief appraiser had properly corrected, 

under Section 25.25(b), ownership of the personal property at issue on 

the appraisal roll and allocated the property’s value between two 

different property owners.  Willacy, 555 S.W.3d at 36.  The appeal 

contested the property’s ownership and the chief appraiser’s authority to 

correct the appraisal roll—the same issues resolved by the ARB.  Id. at 

33, 36-37.  The appraisal district’s assertion of a fraud affirmative 

defense against the taxpayer was directly responsive to the issue of the 

chief appraiser’s authority to correct ownership on the appraisal roll.  Id. 

at 36-37, 46-47.   

TCAD’s assertion of market value in an attempt to justify its 

egregiously high appraisal of TDSL’s landfill property is not an 

affirmative defense—it is an affirmative claim.  Willacy provides no 

defense for the court of appeals’ expansion of jurisdiction under Section 

42.02(a)(1).  
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PRAYER 

For these reasons, the Court should grant the petition, reverse the 

court of appeals’ judgment, and render judgment dismissing TCAD’s 

market-value claim. 
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Filed in The District Court 
of Travis County, Texas 

CAUSE NO. D-1-G -19-006394 

FEij .t 1 2020 JG 
At lf ', ~3 fJM. 
Velva L. Price, District Clerk 

TRAVIS CE TRAL APPRAI AL 
DISTRICT, BY AND THRO GH MARYA 
CRIGLER, ACTI GIN HER OFFICIAL 
CAP A CITY A CHIEF APPRAI ER OF 
TRAVIS CE TRAL APPRAI AL 
DISTRICT, 
Plaintiff 

vs. 

TEXAS DISPOSAL SYSTEM 
LANDFILL, I C., 

Defendant. 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

THE DISTRICT COURT OF 

TRAVIS COUNTY, TEXAS 

2001h JUDICIAL DI TRICT 

ORDER GRANTING DEFE DANT TEXA DFILL, INC.'S 
PLEA TO THE JURISDICT T 

On February 5, 2020, Defendant's Plea to the Jurisdiction, wruch was filed with the Court 

on January 24, 2020, came to be heard. The parties appeared through their respective counsel. 

After considering the plea, response, argument of counsel, and legal authority, the Court finds the 

plea is meritorious and should be granted. 

IT I THEREFORE ORDERED, the Defendant's Plea to Jurisdiction, filed on January 24, 

2020, is GRA TED. 

Prior to the hearing on Defendant's Plea to the Jurisdiction on February 5, 2020, this Court, 

on December! 8, 2019, dismissed the only other cause of action in trus lawsui t on a separate and 

earlier filed Plea to the Jurisdiction. 

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that this is a FINAL JUDGME T that disposes of all 

parties and all claims and is appealable. 

llvn~ 
DATED 
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Velva L. Price, District Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF 

TRAVIS COUNTY, TEXAS 

200th JUDICIAL DISTRICT 

ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT TEXAS DISPOSAL SYSTEMS LANDFILL, INC.'S 
FIRST AMENDED PARTIAL PLEA TO THE JURISDICTION 

CAME and was heard on November 13, 2019, Defendant Texas Disposal Systems Landfill, 

Inc.'s First Amended Partial Plea to the Jurisdiction. Plaintiff and Defendant appeared through 

their respective counsel. After considering the Plea, the Response, legal authority and argument 

of counsel, the Court finds the First Amended Partial Plea is meritorious and should be granted. 

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED, the Defendant's First Amended Partial Plea to the 

Jurisdiction is hereby GRANTED and as a result, the Plaintiffs market value claim is dismissed 

from this Cause for lack of jurisdiction, leaving as the only cause of action in this Cause the 

Plaintiffs claim of unequal appraisal under Section 42.26(a)(3) of the Texas Property Tax Code. 

tlfh~-
PRESIDING DISTRICTC0URTJi3bGE 
TRAVIS COUNTY, TEXAS 
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Court of Appeals of Texas, Austin.

TRAVIS CENTRAL APPRAISAL DISTRICT, BY AND THROUGH Marya CRIGLER, Acting

In Her Official Capacity as Chief Appraiser of Travis Central Appraisal District, Appellant

v.

TEXAS DISPOSAL SYSTEMS LANDFILL, INC., Appellee

NO. 03-20-00122-CV
|

Filed: June 22, 2022

FROM THE 200TH DISTRICT COURT OF TRAVIS COUNTY, NO. D-1-GN-19-006394, THE HONORABLE
CATHERINE MAUZY, JUDGE PRESIDING

Attorneys and Law Firms

Lorri Michel, Wallace B. Jefferson, Melanie Plowman, Shane Rogers, for Appellee.

Ryan Pitts, Karen Evertson, Mary Sanchez, Mark R. Trachtenberg, for Appellant.

Before Justices Goodwin, Triana, and Smith

ON MOTION FOR REHEARING

MEMORANDUM OPINION

Melissa Goodwin, Justice

*1  We withdraw the opinion and judgment issued on February 18, 2022; substitute the following opinion and judgment in
their place; and deny appellee's motion for rehearing.

Travis Central Appraisal District (TCAD) appeals the district court's judgment granting pleas to the jurisdiction filed by
Texas Disposal Systems Landfill, Inc. (the Landfill) and dismissing TCAD's claims. For the following reasons, we reverse the
judgment and remand to the district court for further proceedings consistent with this opinion.

I. BACKGROUND

The relevant facts are undisputed. For tax year 2019, TCAD appraised the Landfill's property at $21.2 million, and the Landfill
protested with the Travis Appraisal Review Board (the ARB). The Landfill relied on two grounds—market value and unequal
appraisal—but withdrew the market value ground the day before the ARB hearing. After the hearing, the ARB found that the
appraisal was unequal and reduced the appraised value to $2.8 million.
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TCAD, through its chief appraiser, appealed to the district court for a trial de novo, claiming that “the value set by the ARB”
results in a “below market value and unequal appraised value.” The Landfill filed a plea to the jurisdiction as to TCAD's market
value claim, arguing that “TCAD lacks an order determining market value to challenge on appeal” because the ARB determined
only an unequal appraisal protest. The district court granted the plea, dismissing TCAD's market value claim but leaving TCAD's
unequal appraisal claim. The Landfill filed another plea to the jurisdiction on TCAD's remaining claim, arguing that TCAD
improperly relied on a 2017 general resolution by its board of directors—issued two years before the ARB order—to satisfy
Section 42.02(a)’s requirement to obtain written approval to appeal. See Tex. Tax Code § 42.02(a) (providing that chief appraiser
is “entitled to appeal” “[o]n written approval of the board of directors of the appraisal district”). The district court granted the
Landfill's second plea, dismissing TCAD's remaining claim and rendering a final judgment.

II. DISCUSSION

In two issues, TCAD challenges the district court's judgment granting the Landfill's pleas to the jurisdiction, which we review de
novo. See Texas Dep't of Parks & Wildlife v. Miranda, 133 S.W.3d 217, 226–28 (Tex. 2004) (describing standard). First, TCAD
argues that Section 42.02(a)’s written approval requirement is not jurisdictional; that regardless, the 2017 general resolution
satisfies the requirement; and that even if it is not satisfied, the district court should have abated rather than dismissed the cause.
Second, TCAD claims that in a de novo appeal to the district court, TCAD is not “limited by the arguments that the property
owner chooses to raise in the underlying administrative proceeding” and that therefore the district court had jurisdiction to
consider its market value claim.

A. Section 42.02(a)’s Written Approval Requirement
We first consider TCAD's challenge to the district court's order granting the Landfill's second plea to the jurisdiction. The
Landfill's second plea to the jurisdiction was based on Section 42.02(a), which provides, as relevant here: “On written approval
of the board of directors of the appraisal district, the chief appraiser is entitled to appeal an order of the appraisal review board
determining: (1) a taxpayer protest as provided by Subchapter C, Chapter 41[.]” Tex. Tax Code § 42.02(a). TCAD argues that
“Section 42.02(a) contains ‘no explicit language’ suggesting any legislative intent, much less a clear intent, that the written-
approval requirement be jurisdictional.”

1. Jurisdictional Prerequisite
*2  Until 2000, Texas law was that “where a cause of action is derived from a statute,” “ ‘strict compliance with all statutory

prerequisites is necessary to vest a trial court with jurisdiction.’ ” Texas Mut. Ins. v. Chicas, 593 S.W.3d 284, 286 (Tex. 2019)
(quoting Prairie View A&M Univ. v. Chatha, 381 S.W.3d 500, 510 (Tex. 2012)). But beginning with Dubai Petroleum Co. v.
Kazi, 12 S.W.3d 71, 76–77 (Tex. 2000), the focus shifted: “The classification of a matter as one of jurisdiction ... opens the
way to making judgments vulnerable to delayed attack for a variety of irregularities that perhaps better ought to be sealed in a
judgment,” and “the modern direction of policy is to reduce the vulnerability of final judgments to attack on the ground that the
tribunal lacked subject matter jurisdiction.” In re United Servs. Auto. Ass'n, 307 S.W.3d 299, 306 (Tex. 2010) (orig. proceeding)
(quoting Dubai, 12 S.W.3d at 76); see also Chicas, 593 S.W.3d at 286 (“We see no reason that this focus should also not apply
to judicial appeals from administrative rulings.”). Thus, “the focus post-Dubai is to strengthen the finality of judgments and
reduce the possibility of delayed attacks.” Chicas, 593 S.W.3d at 286.

Notwithstanding this shift in focus, the Landfill argues that Section 42.02(a)’s requirement is jurisdictional under Appraisal
Review Board v. International Church of Foursquare Gospel, 719 S.W.2d 160, 161 (Tex. 1986) (per curiam), and that Foursquare
Gospel’s holding was reaffirmed by Matagorda County Appraisal District v. Coastal Liquids Partners, L.P., 165 S.W.3d 329,
331 n.5 (Tex. 2005), and Cameron Appraisal District v. Rourk, 194 S.W.3d 501, 502–03 (Tex. 2006) (per curiam). Foursquare
Gospel’s holding, however, is narrower than the Landfill asserts and does not control here. The Foursquare Gospel Court
concluded that a taxpayer's compliance with a requirement from another statutory provision—“to include the ... Appraisal
District as a party within 45 days after receiving notice that a final order had been entered”—was jurisdictional. 719 S.W.2d at
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161. The Foursquare Gospel Court neither addressed the statutory requirements for a chief appraiser—rather than a taxpayer—
to appeal nor considered whether the written approval requirement is jurisdictional. Twenty years later, in a footnote aside, the
Matagorda Court broadly stated, “While we held twenty years ago that compliance with the statutory requirements for appeal
from an appraisal review is jurisdictional, we have yet to address whether that holding survives Dubai[.]” 165 S.W.3d at 331
n.5 (citation omitted). And in an unremarkable statement regarding exhaustion of administrative remedies, the Rourk Court
noted, “[W]e have repeatedly held that ‘a taxpayer's failure to pursue an appraisal review board proceeding deprives the courts
of jurisdiction to decide most matters relating to ad valorem taxes.’ ” 194 S.W.3d at 502 (quoting Matagorda, 165 S.W.3d at
331). Matagorda and Rourk did not speak to Section 42.02(a)’s requirement, and to the extent that they could be construed
as implying that Foursquare Gospel’s holding should be extended to any and all statutory requirements—including those for
a chief appraiser and not just the taxpayer—for an appeal from an appraisal review board's order, those statements are non-
binding obiter dicta. See Seger v. Yorkshire Ins., 503 S.W.3d 388, 399 (Tex. 2016) (“Obiter dictum is not binding as precedent.”).
Because there is no controlling precedent as to whether Section 42.02(a)’s written approval requirement for the chief appraiser
to appeal is jurisdictional, we apply the post-Dubai standard in considering whether the requirement is jurisdictional. See Mosley
v. Texas Health & Human Servs. Comm'n, 593 S.W.3d 250, 261 n.3 (Tex. 2019) (“[W]e emphasize that Dubai and its progeny
remain the standard for prospective decisions concerning whether a statutory prerequisite to maintaining a cause of action is
mandatory or jurisdictional.”).

*3  We begin with the presumption that the Legislature did not intend to make Section 42.02(a)’s requirement jurisdictional; “a
presumption overcome only by clear legislative intent to the contrary.” City of DeSoto v. White, 288 S.W.3d 389, 394 (Tex. 2009);
see also Crosstex Energy Servs., L.P. v. Pro Plus, Inc., 430 S.W.3d 384, 391 (Tex. 2014) (“We resist classifying a provision as
jurisdictional absent clear legislative intent to that effect.”). To ascertain clear legislative intent that a statutory requirement be
jurisdictional, we examine the statute's plain language and apply statutory interpretation principles, considering the specified
consequences for noncompliance, the purpose of the statute, and the consequences of alternative constructions. See Chicas,
593 S.W.3d at 287.

Considering the plain language first, we note that the Legislature knows how to use unequivocal language to make statutory
requirements jurisdictional, see, e.g., Tex. Nat. Res. Code § 33.171(d) (providing that “notice requirement” “is a jurisdictional
prerequisite to the institution of suit”), but Section 42.02(a) lacks such unequivocal language, see Tex. Tax Code § 42.02(a);
Texas Mut. Ins. v. Ruttiger, 381 S.W.3d 430, 453 (Tex. 2012) (“We presume the silence is a careful, purposeful, and deliberate
choice.”). The Legislature has also straightforwardly mandated that “[s]tatutory prerequisites to a suit, including the provision
of notice, are jurisdictional requirements in all suits against a governmental entity.” Tex. Gov't Code § 311.034; see Chatha, 381
S.W.3d at 515 (noting “straightforward mandate that in suits against the government, statutory prerequisites are jurisdictional”).
But because a Section 42.02(a) appeal is generally against a private property owner—e.g., the Landfill—and not against a
governmental entity, the statutory requirement does not implicate the Legislature's “straightforward mandate.” The Landfill
argues that the phrase “is entitled to appeal” creates the very right to appeal and therefore is jurisdictional in nature. See Tex.

Gov't Code § 311.016(4) (“ ‘Is entitled to’ creates or recognizes a right.”). 1  But “[a]lthough the plain meaning might suggest
a jurisdictional bar,” we cannot conclude that Section 42.02(a)’s language “meet[s] the requisite level of clarity to establish
the statute as jurisdictional,” especially when other statutory interpretation principles are considered. See Crosstex Energy, 430
S.W.3d at 392 (construing requirement to file certificate of merit with complaint as nonjurisdictional); cf. In re Department
of Fam. & Protective Servs., 273 S.W.3d 637, 642 (Tex. 2009) (orig. proceeding) (concluding that “nothing in the language”
indicates that “deadlines are jurisdictional,” including such language as trial court “shall dismiss the suit” and “may not retain
the suit on the court's docket” when deadlines expire).

1 The Landfill cites myriad authorities from our sister courts that have considered jurisdiction over a Section 42.01(a)
appeal, see Tex. Tax Code § 42.01(a) (stating conditions when “[a] property owner is entitled to appeal”), and argues that
Section 42.02(a)’s same “entitled to appeal” language analogously should be considered jurisdictional as well. But in
contrast to a Section 42.02(a) appeal, a Section 42.01 appeal is against an appraisal district—a political subdivision of the
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State with governmental immunity, id. § 6.01(c)—and therefore implicates the mandate that such statutory prerequisites
be construed as jurisdictional, see Tex. Gov't Code § 311.032.

Turning to the second consideration, Section 42.02 does not contain specific consequences for noncompliance. “[W]hen a statute
does not require dismissal for failure to comply, this weighs in favor of a finding that it is not jurisdictional.” Chicas, 593 S.W.3d
at 289 (citing Helena Chem. Co. v. Wilkins, 47 S.W.3d 486, 495 (Tex. 2001)). The cases relying on this principle generally have
been considering requirements with a specified deadline, unlike the requirement here. See, e.g., id. at 288 (considering 45-day
deadline for filing suit); Helena Chem., 47 S.W.3d at 494 (considering requirement that complaint be filed within “time necessary
to permit effective inspection”). But to the extent this consideration has any weight here, it weighs in favor of concluding that
the requirement is nonjurisdictional.

*4  As to the third consideration, the Legislature did not declare the statute's purpose, which generally means this “factor
provides little assistance.” See Crosstex Energy, 430 S.W.3d at 392. Both parties, however, acknowledge that the purpose is to
make boards of directors “gatekeepers” to Section 42.02(a) appeals. This purpose is not necessarily frustrated by construing
the requirement as nonjurisdictional. The boards may still act as “gatekeepers” when a chief appraiser's compliance is properly
challenged, and the failure to comply with obtaining written approval may still result in the loss of the appeal. See Helena
Chem., 47 S.W.3d at 496 (noting that construing timing requirement as nonjurisdictional does not thwart purpose of providing
for investigation because board can conduct investigation despite delay); see also White, 288 S.W.3d at 393 (noting that failure
to comply with nonjurisdictional requirement may result in loss of claim); Hines v. Hash, 843 S.W.2d 464, 469 (Tex. 1992)
(holding that failure to perform while suit is abated for that purpose may result in dismissal). Thus, to the extent the third
consideration has any weight here, it weighs in favor of concluding that the requirement is nonjurisdictional.

Finally, we consider the consequences of alternative interpretations. If Section 42.02(a)’s written approval requirement were
jurisdictional and a chief appraiser successfully pursued an appeal to a final judgment but did not timely get approval, see Tex.
Tax Code § 42.06(a) (requiring notice of appeal to be filed within fifteen days after receiving notice that order has been issued),
or relied on approval that was later determined to be defective—as may be the case here—that judgment would be vulnerable
to collateral attack in perpetuity, cf. Crosstex Energy, 430 S.W.3d at 392–93 (noting that if certificate of merit requirement were
jurisdictional, judgment would be vulnerable to collateral attack and that “statute acts as a procedural bar for claims without a
certificate of merit” but that “[i]t does not follow that because the Legislature created this procedural bar, it also wanted to create
a basis for attacking the judgment in perpetuity”); Dubai, 12 S.W.3d at 76 (“When, as here, it is difficult to tell whether or not
the parties have satisfied the requisites of a particular statute, it seems perverse to treat a judgment as perpetually void merely
because the court or the parties made a good-faith mistake in interpreting the law.”). On the other hand, as we have already
noted, the purpose of the requirement (as described by the parties) would not be frustrated by construing the requirement as
nonjurisdictional, and the Landfill has not identified any other negative consequences for such a construction. Accordingly, this
last consideration weighs in favor of construing Section 42.02(a)’s requirement as nonjurisdictional.

Weighing these considerations, we conclude that Section 42.02(a)’s written approval requirement is not jurisdictional.

2. Proper Remedy
TCAD argues that if we conclude that Section 42.02(a)’s written approval requirement is not jurisdictional, then we must
determine whether the 2017 general resolution satisfied the requirement and if it did not, what the proper remedy is for the
failure to comply, citing White, 288 S.W.3d at 398 (“Having determined that the notice provision is not jurisdictional, we must
determine the proper remedy, if any, for the City's failure to comply.”). But White involved a different procedural posture.
After receiving a suspension letter from the police department, White had the option of appealing either to the Civil Service
Commission or an independent third-party hearing examiner. Id. at 391. White elected to appeal to an independent third-party
hearing examiner but then argued that the examiner was without jurisdiction to hear his appeal because the suspension letter
did not satisfy the requirement to “notify White that an appeal to a hearing examiner would limit his ability to seek further
review with a district court judge.” Id. White filed suit in district court under a statutory provision “permitting judicial review
of hearing examiner decision on grounds that the examiner was without jurisdiction.” Id. at 392 (citing Tex. Loc. Gov't Code
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§ 143.057(j)). The district court granted summary judgment in White's favor, which the City appealed. Id. In that procedural
posture, the Texas Supreme Court concluded that the notice requirement did not deprive the hearing examiner of jurisdiction,
“determine[d] the proper remedy” for failure to comply with the nonjurisdictional statutory requirement, and remanded the
case to the district court in the interest of justice “with instructions to remand to the hearing examiner, so that White has an
opportunity to make an appellate election with full knowledge of his appellate rights and with knowledge of our guidance in
this opinion.” Id. at 398, 401.

*5  In contrast, the procedural posture here is an appeal from the district court's granting of the Landfill's pleas to the jurisdiction
regarding the district court's jurisdiction over TCAD's claims. And as an intermediate court and in contrast to the Texas Supreme
Court, we are instructed to “hand down a written opinion that is as brief as practicable but that addresses every issue raised and
necessary to final disposition of the appeal.” Compare Tex. R. App. P. 47.1 (emphasis added), with id. R. 63 (“The Supreme
Court will hand down a written opinion in all cases in which it renders a judgment.”). Accordingly, we sustain TCAD's first
issue to the extent that it asks us to reverse the district court's order granting the Landfill's second plea to the jurisdiction based

on the Section 42.02(a) issue. 2

2 The Landfill also contends that because the 2017 resolution did not satisfy Section 42.02(a)’s requirement, the chief
appraiser “lacked authority to file a notice of appeal” in the district court. We construe this argument as a contention
that the chief appraiser lacked capacity to appeal the ARB order. See Tex. R. Civ. P. 93(1)–(2) (requiring verified plea to
challenge when “plaintiff has not legal capacity to sue” or “plaintiff is not entitled to recover in the capacity in which he
sues”); Pike v. Texas EMC Mgmt., LLC, 610 S.W.3d 763, 779 (Tex. 2020) (holding that question whether claim brought
by partner actually belongs to partnership is matter of capacity and noting that “capacity ‘is conceived of as a procedural
issue dealing with the personal qualifications of a party to litigate’ ” (quoting Austin Nursing Ctr., Inc. v. Lovato, 171
S.W.3d 845, 848 (Tex. 2005))). Capacity, however, generally does not implicate a court's subject matter jurisdiction and
may be waived. Pike, 610 S.W.3d at 778–79. The defendant has the burden to challenge capacity via verified plea, and
if properly challenged, “the trial court should abate the case and give the plaintiff a reasonable time to cure any defect.”
Lovato, 171 S.W.3d at 853 n.7; cf. Kinder Morgan SACROC, LP v. Scurry County, 622 S.W.3d 835, 838, 846 (Tex. 2021)
(holding that invalidity of legal services contract does not invalidate bona fide attempt to invoke trial court's jurisdiction
and noting that “[a] bona fide effort to invoke the trial court's jurisdiction may be defective, but it is not void, and the
proceedings cannot be dismissed without affording an opportunity to refile a proper instrument, if necessary”). To the
extent that the district court granted the Landfill's second plea to the jurisdiction and dismissed the cause on the ground
that the chief appraiser lacked capacity to appeal the ARB order, we conclude that it erred.

B. Market Value Claim
In its second issue on appeal, TCAD challenges the district court's dismissal of its market value claim. TCAD initially
found the market value of the Landfill's property to be $21,714,939 and appraised the property at $21,230,464 after certain
deductions. Because the Landfill withdrew its market value protest, the ARB did not determine market value; instead, the ARB
determined that “[t]he subject property was unequally appraised, and the appraisal records should be adjusted to reflect a value
of $2,800,000.” The chief appraiser then appealed the ARB order determining the Landfill's protest. In such an appeal, “[r]eview
is by trial de novo,” and “[t]he district court shall try all issues of fact and law raised by the pleadings in the manner applicable
to civil suits generally.” Tex. Tax Code § 42.23(a); see also Willacy Cnty. Appraisal Dist. v. Sebastian Cotton & Grain, Ltd.,
555 S.W.3d 29, 50 (Tex. 2018) (“A trial de novo is ‘[a] new trial on the entire case—that is, on both questions of fact and
issues of law—conducted as if there had been no trial in the first instance.’ ” (quoting Trial De Novo, Black's Law Dictionary
(10th ed. 2014))).

*6  As its market value claim, TCAD asserted that “[t]he market value of [the Landfill's] property is greater than the
determination of the ARB” and that “[t]he result of the ARB's determination is an appraisal of the subject property below market
value[.]” But we do not reach those merit issues. The question before us today is more limited: Does the district court have
jurisdiction over TCAD's market value claim? We conclude that it does.
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The Landfill raises two arguments for why jurisdiction does not exist over TCAD's market value claim. First, the Landfill
argues that the ARB did not determine market value, and therefore an appeal from “an order of the appraisal review board
determining ... a taxpayer protest” does not encompass a market value claim if the ARB did not determine market value. But
TCAD's market value claim is not challenging the ARB's market value determination; TCAD is challenging the ARB's appraisal

value determination on the ground that it is below market value. 3  TCAD may or may not be successful on the merits, but the
statutory language providing for an appeal from “an order of the appraisal review board determining ... a taxpayer protest” does
not preclude such a challenge. See Tex. Tax Code § 42.02(a).

3 We do not address whether TCAD was required to raise the issue before the ARB to preserve it; here, the Landfill
concedes that it “has not raised waiver and the district court did not rely on waiver in dismissing the market-value claim.”

Second, the Landfill argues that “TCAD's de novo theory is at odds with the exclusive-remedies scheme established by the
Property Tax Code” and that “[p]ermitting a district court to resolve new protest grounds would denigrate the administrative
hearing process and the exclusive-remedies scheme established by the Property Tax Code.” But the statutory scheme provides
that on appeal the district court may “fix the appraised value of property in accordance with the requirements of law if the
appraised value is at issue.” Id. § 42.24(1); see also Cherokee Water Co. v. Gregg Cnty. Appraisal Dist., 801 S.W.2d 872, 877
(Tex. 1990) (“Given the appeal of the district's appraisal is by trial de novo, the trial court clearly has power to determine market
value whether it be higher or lower than the value determined by the appraisal district.”). The Landfill quotes our holding that
“a trial de novo does not provide the plaintiff with the right to introduce new claims that were not raised and considered by the
ARB.” Z Bar A Ranch, LP v. Tax Appraisal Dist. of Bell Cnty., No. 03-18-00517-CV, 2020 WL 1932908, at *6 (Tex. App.—
Austin Apr. 22, 2020, no pet.) (mem. op.). But Z Bar concerned whether the plaintiff taxpayer had exhausted administrative
remedies prior to appealing the appraisal review board's order. Id. at *6–8. Here, in contrast, TCAD—not the protesting taxpayer
—is appealing the ARB order. As our sister court has noted:

Unlike the property owner, the appraisal district had no prior administrative remedy to exhaust at the ARB
stage of the proceedings. As the entity responsible for the initial property valuation, the appraisal district
had no right to initiate the protest procedure and no control over what objections would be presented
by the property owner to the ARB. Regardless of what issues were presented by the property owner,
the appraisal district had no grievance until the ARB altered its determination of the property's market
value and appraised value. The statutory procedure for the appraisal district to complain about the ARB's
ruling began with its right of “appeal” to the district court for a trial de novo. Thus, because the appraisal
district contended that the ARB erred by reducing the property's market value and appraised value, and
it followed the statutory procedures for initiating an appeal, it had standing to challenge the ARB's order
in accordance with its statutory right to do so. There was no prior administrative procedure available to
the appraisal district that it failed to exhaust.

*7  Harris Cnty. Appraisal Dist. v. Houston 8th Wonder Prop., L.P., 395 S.W.3d 245, 251 (Tex. App.—Houston [1st Dist.]
2012, pet. denied). Although the appraisal district in Houston 8th Wonder contested the appraisal review board's alteration
of both the market value and appraised value, here the ARB determined that “the subject property was unequally appraised”
and that “the appraisal records should be adjusted to reflect a value of $2,800,000.” Nevertheless, in its de novo trial before
the district court, TCAD is contesting the ARB's determination of the appraisal value as below market value (along with its
other claim that the ARB's determination is an unequal appraisal); TCAD had no complaint until after the ARB had made its
determination and adjusted the appraisal value, and “[t]here was no prior administrative procedure available to the appraisal
district that it failed to exhaust.” Id.

Accordingly, we conclude that the district court erred in granting the Landfill's plea to the jurisdiction and dismissing TCAD's
claim that the ARB's determination of the appraisal value is below market value.
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III. THE LANDFILL'S REHEARING MOTION

In a motion for rehearing, the Landfill argues that “the Court's conclusion here that [TCAD] can challenge the Section 42.26(a)
(3) unequal-appraisal value on the basis that it does not represent the property's market value” “conflicts with these deliberate
rejections of market value's relevance to an equal-and-uniform value,” citing In re Catherine Tower, LLC, 553 S.W.3d 679,
686 (Tex. App.—Austin 2018, orig. proceeding), Weingarten Realty Investors v. Harris County Appraisal District, 93 S.W.3d
280, 287 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th Dist.] 2002, no pet.), and Harris County Appraisal District v. United Investors Realty
Trust, 47 S.W.3d 648, 653 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th Dist.] 2001, pet. denied). We also have received myriad amicus briefs
supporting rehearing and raising three primary concerns: (1) that the opinion collapses the distinction between an unequal
appraisal claim and a market value claim, (2) that the opinion will lead to discovery on market value as relevant to a taxpayer's
unequal appraisal protest, and (3) that the opinion will chill taxpayer protests if a central appraisal district could raise a market
value claim on appeal as taxpayers may forgo an unequal appraisal protest to avoid possible discovery on appeal related to
the property's market value.

These concerns and the cited cases, however, do not address the procedural posture of this appeal: our inquiry at this stage
concerns the district court's jurisdiction over TCAD's market value claim, not the merits of the claim or the relevance of
discovery.

As we have mentioned above, the “Scope of Review” is “trial de novo,” and “[t]he district court shall try all issues of fact and
law raised by the pleadings in the manner applicable to civil suits generally.” Tex. Tax Code § 42.23(a). “A party who appeals as
provided by this chapter must file a petition for review,” but the statutory provision requiring a party to file a petition for review
does not limit the issues of fact and law that may be raised. Id. § 42.21(a). The chapter provides that “the chief appraiser is
entitled to appeal an order of the appraisal review board determining: (1) a taxpayer protest,” id. § 42.02(a), but it is the ARB's
order that is being appealed, not merely the ARB's protest determination, see, e.g., id. § 42.06(a) (setting forth notice of appeal
requirements “[t]o exercise the party's right to appeal an order of an appraisal review board”). The statutory scheme requires
that the ARB “shall determine the protest and make its decision by written order.” Id. § 41.47(a). But the ARB, “by its order,”
also “shall correct the appraisal records by changing the appraised value placed on the protesting property owner's property”
and “must state in the order the appraised value of the property ... as finally determined by the board.” Id. § 41.47(b)–(c).

*8  Here, TCAD is appealing this “order ... determining ... a taxpayer protest” for review by “trial de novo,” 4  challenging

the changed appraised value as stated in the ARB order. 5  See id. §§ 41.47(b)–(c), 42.02(a), .23(a). In its market value claim,
TCAD raises the ground that the order lists an appraised value below market value, notwithstanding that the ARB order based
the adjusted appraised value on an unequal appraisal ground, and requests in its petition that “judgment be entered fixing the
2019 appraised value of the [Landfill's] property at no less than its market value, in accordance with the requirements of law
and as authorized by [Section] 42.24(1),” which provides that “[i]n determining an appeal, the district court may: (1) fix the
appraised value of property in accordance with the requirements of law if the appraised value is at issue.” See id. § 42.24(1).
Thus, TCAD is “rais[ing] by [its] pleading” an “issue[ ] of fact and law” that the stated appraised value in the ARB order is
below market value, and the statutory language does not preclude the district court from exercising its jurisdiction to try this
issue raised by TCAD's pleadings. See id. § 42.23(a).

4 “A ‘trial de novo’ is a new and independent action in the reviewing court with ‘all the attributes of an original action’ as if
no trial of any kind has occurred in the court below.” Interest of A.L.M.-F., 593 S.W.3d 271, 277 (Tex. 2019) (quoting Key
W. Life Ins. v. State Bd. of Ins., 350 S.W.2d 839, 846 (Tex. 1961)). The Landfill cites Rice v. Pinney for the proposition
that “courts have recognized jurisdictional limits in a trial de novo proceeding,” but that case relied on express statutory
and rule provisions denying jurisdiction to a statutory county court to adjudicate title to land notwithstanding the grant
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of general jurisdiction for a de novo trial following an appeal of a forcible detainer suit from justice court. 51 S.W.3d
705, 708–09 (Tex. App.—Dallas 2001, no pet.) (citing Tex. Gov't Code § 27.031(b); Tex. R. Civ. P. 746).

5 TCAD's petition states, “The market value of [the Landfill's] property is greater than the determination of the ARB
and the value set by the ARB results in unequal appraisal of the subject property. The ARB's value determination was
arbitrary, erroneous, unjust, and unlawful and violated the requirements of Tex. Tax Code §§ 1.04(7) and 23.01. The
result of the ARB's determination is an appraisal of the subject property below market value and unequal appraised
value.”

TCAD characterizes the Landfill's rehearing argument as “that a district court has no jurisdiction over a market value claim in
a trial de novo of an appraisal set by an [ARB] on unequal appraisal grounds, because the latter claim has been held to prevail
over the former when the two values conflict.” TCAD notes, however, that “[w]hich claim prevails in a conflict goes to the
merits.” Our opinion does not address the legal merits of TCAD's market value claim, nor does it speak to whether a market
value claim would prevail over an appraisal value determination based on unequal appraisal. To the extent that the Landfill
believes that TCAD's market value claim is legally baseless or fails as a matter of law, procedural mechanisms provide for the
disposal of the claim on such grounds and are available at early stages of the litigation, including before discovery is taken.
See id. (“The district court shall try all issues of fact and law raised by the pleadings in the manner applicable to civil suits
generally.”); see also, e.g., Tex. R. Civ. P. 91a (providing for dismissal of cause of action that has no basis in law), 166a(c)
(providing for summary judgment if “moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law”). But whether a claim is legally
baseless or fails as a matter of law invokes a different inquiry than that presented in an appeal from an order granting a plea to
the jurisdiction. See, e.g., Reaves v. City of Corpus Christi, 518 S.W.3d 594, 605 (Tex. App.—Corpus Christi–Edinburg 2017,
no pet.) (“We also note that whereas rule 91a was designed to allow for the dismissal of baseless claims, the purpose of a plea
to the jurisdiction is to defeat a cause of action without regard to whether the claims asserted have merit.”).

IV. CONCLUSION

*9  For these reasons, we reverse the district court's judgment and remand for further proceedings consistent with this opinion.

All Citations

Not Reported in S.W. Rptr., 2022 WL 2236109

End of Document © 2022 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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TEXAS COURT OF APPEALS, THIRD DISTRICT, AT AUSTIN 
 
 

JUDGMENT RENDERED JUNE 22, 2022 
 
 

NO.  03-20-00122-CV 
 
 

Travis Central Appraisal District, By and Through Marya Crigler, Acting In Her Official 
Capacity as Chief Appraiser of Travis Central Appraisal District, Appellant 

 
v. 
 

Texas Disposal Systems Landfill, Inc., Appellee 
 
 
 

APPEAL FROM THE 200TH DISTRICT COURT OF TRAVIS COUNTY 
BEFORE JUSTICES GOODWIN, TRIANA, AND SMITH 

REVERSED AND REMANDED ON MOTION FOR REHEARING –  
OPINION BY JUSTICE GOODWIN 

 
 
 

This is an appeal from the judgment signed by the trial court on February 11, 2020.  The Court’s 

opinion and judgment dated February 18, 2022, are withdrawn.  Having reviewed the record 

and the parties’ arguments, the Court holds that there was reversible error in the trial court’s 

judgment.  Therefore, the Court reverses the trial court’s judgment and remands the case to the 

trial court for further proceedings consistent with the Court’s opinion.  Appellee shall pay all 

costs relating to this appeal, both in this Court and in the court below. 
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§ 42.02. Right of Appeal by Chief Appraiser, TX TAX § 42.02
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Vernon's Texas Statutes and Codes Annotated
Tax Code (Refs & Annos)

Title 1. Property Tax Code
Subtitle F. Remedies

Chapter 42. Judicial Review (Refs & Annos)
Subchapter A. In General (Refs & Annos)

V.T.C.A., Tax Code § 42.02

§ 42.02. Right of Appeal by Chief Appraiser

Effective: June 15, 2007
Currentness

(a) On written approval of the board of directors of the appraisal district, the chief appraiser is entitled to appeal an order of
the appraisal review board determining:

(1) a taxpayer protest as provided by Subchapter C, Chapter 41, 1  subject to Subsection (b); or

(2) a taxpayer's motion to change the appraisal roll filed under Section 25.25.

(b) Except as provided by Subsection (c), the chief appraiser may not appeal an order of the appraisal review board determining
a taxpayer protest under Subsection (a)(1) if:

(1) the protest involved a determination of the appraised or market value of the taxpayer's property and that value according
to the order that is the subject of the appeal is less than $1 million; or

(2) for any other taxpayer protest, the property to which the protest applies has an appraised value according to the appraisal
roll for the current year of less than $1 million.

(c) On written approval of the board of directors of the appraisal district, the chief appraiser may appeal an order of the
appraisal review board determining a taxpayer protest otherwise prohibited by Subsection (b), if the chief appraiser alleges that
the taxpayer or a person acting on behalf of the taxpayer committed fraud, made a material misrepresentation, or presented
fraudulent evidence in the hearing before the board. In an appeal under this subsection, the court shall first consider whether
the taxpayer or a person acting on behalf of the taxpayer committed fraud, made a material misrepresentation, or presented
fraudulent evidence to the appraisal review board. If the court does not find by a preponderance of the evidence that the taxpayer
or a person acting on behalf of the taxpayer committed fraud, made a material misrepresentation, or presented fraudulent
evidence to the appraisal review board, the court shall:

(1) dismiss the appeal; and
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§ 42.02. Right of Appeal by Chief Appraiser, TX TAX § 42.02

 © 2020 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works. 2

(2) award court costs and reasonable attorney's fees to the taxpayer.

Credits
Acts 1979, 66th Leg., p. 2310, ch. 841, § 1, eff. Jan. 1, 1982. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1430, § 32, eff. Sept. 1,
2001; Acts 2007, 80th Leg., ch. 1033, § 1, eff. June 15, 2007.

Notes of Decisions (6)

Footnotes

1 V.T.C.A., Tax Code § 41.41 et seq.
V. T. C. A., Tax Code § 42.02, TX TAX § 42.02
Current through the end of the 2019 Regular Session of the 86th Legislature

End of Document © 2020 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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·TRAVIS COUNTY APPRAISAL REVIEW BOARD HEARING·1·

· · · · · · · · · · ·        Panel No. 32·2·

· · · · · · · · · ··       July 23, 2019·3·

· · · · · · · · · · ··         8:38 a.m.·4·

··5·

··6·

··7·

··8·

··9·

·10·

·11·

·12·

·13·

·14·

·15·

·16·

·17·

·18·

·19·

·20·

·21·

·22·

·23·

·24·

·25·

2

· · · · · · · · · · · · ·       APPEARANCES:·1·
· · · · ··    Commission Members:·2·
· · · · ··    Mr. Salvador, Panel Chair·3·
· · · · ··     Mr. Fadel, Panel Member· ·
· · · · ··    Mr. Broughton, Panel Member·4·
· · · · ··    On Behalf of the Owner:·5·
· · · · ··    MICHEL GRAY & ROGERS, LLP·6·
· · · · ··     812 W. 11th Street, Suite 301· ·
· · · · ··    Austin, Texas 78701·7·
· · · · ··     BY: LORRI MICHEL, ESQUIRE· ·
··8·
· · · · ··     On Behalf of the Appraisal District:· ·
··9·
· · · · ··     TRAVIS CENTRAL APPRAISAL DISTRICT· ·
· · · · ··    8314 Cross Park Drive10·
· · · · ··     Austin, Texas 78754· ·
· · · · ··    BY: DUSTIN L. "DUSTY" BANKS, ESQUIRE11·
· · · · ··    Also Present:12·
· · · · ··    Tammy Stone13·
· · · · ··     Travis County Central Appraisal District· ·
·14·
· · · · ··     Martin Mercado· ·
· · · · ··    Agent15·
· · · · ··    Beverly Mills16·
·17·
·18·
·19·
·20·
·21·
·22·
·23·
·24·
·25·

3
· · · · ··   (Thereupon, the following proceedings were had:)·1·

· · · · · ·    CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Good morning, Ms. Michel,·2·

· · ·· good morning, Ms. Stone, and gentlemen.·3·

· · · · · ·    Ms. Michel, are you familiar with the hearing·4·

· · ·· process, and you know that if you received a·5·

· · ·· settlement offer, that it's invalid once the·6·

· · ·· hearing begins?·7·

· · · · · ·    MS. MICHEL:··I understand.·8·

· · · · · ·    CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Are you planning on giving·9·

· · ··    electronic evidence of any sort?10·

· · · · · ·       MS. MICHEL:··Not electronic.11·

· · · · · ·       CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Not electronic.··Okay.12·

· · ··    Very good.13·

· · · · · ·       This is Travis Appraisal Review Board, Panel14·

· · ··    No. 32, called into session July 23rd at or about15·

· · ··    8:38 a.m.··Panel Members are Mr. Broughton and Mr.16·

· · ··    Fadel, and I'm Salvador as your Chair.17·

· · · · · ·       The TRB Panel Members have not communicated18·

· · ··    with anyone about this protest and have signed an19·

· · ··    Affidavit to this effect.··We are the Appraisal20·

· · ··    Review Panel that will be hearing your protest21·

· · ··    today.··We do not work for the Appraisal District.22·

· · ··    We are appointed to perform an independent review23·

· · ··    of your protest.··You may complete a survey24·

· · ··    regarding your experience today at the computer25·

4
· · ·· kiosk.··The survey is voluntary.·1·

· · · · · ·    You also have the right to appeal our·2·

· · ·· decision.··Appeal information will be provided to·3·

· · ·· you and/or the Owner with our determination.··This·4·

· · ·· is evaluation hearing on Property ID 352532 for tax·5·

· · ·· year 2019.··The situs of the property is 3306 FM·6·

· · ·· Road 1327, Texas 78725.··The property is listed by·7·

· · ·· the Appraisal District for $21,714,939.··The·8·

· · ·· protest reasons are appraised value exceeds market,·9·

· · ··    not equal and uniform with others.10·

· · · · · ·       Ms. Stone, can you please verify for us that11·

· · ··    there is a properly executed AOA on file for this12·

· · ··    company and the agent?13·

· · · · · ·       MS. STONE:··We do show Morrison & Head --14·

· · · · · ·       CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Okay.15·

· · · · · ·       MS. STONE:··-- as the agent.16·

· · · · · ·       CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Okay.··Perfect.··Thank17·

· · ··    you.18·

· · · · · ·       If you have any written evidence, you can pass19·

· · ··    it around at this time, Ms. Mills -- Ms. Michel.20·

· · · · · ·       MS. MICHEL:··And I gave a duplicate copy to21·

· · ··    the Appraisal District of the other --22·

· · · · · ·       CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Okay.··Perfect.··And --23·

· · ··    thank you, Mr. Mercado.24·

· · · · · ·       MR. MERCADO:··Yes, sir.25·

 EXHIBIT "F"
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· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··And Ms. Stone is giving you·1·

· · ··     guys a copy of their --·2·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Thank you.·3·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··-- evidence.··Ms. Stone·4·

· · ··     represents the Appraisal District.··Ms. Stone, have·5·

· · ··     you been sworn in this year and --·6·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··Yes, sir.··I'm Tammy --·7·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Yeah.·8·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··-- Stone.··I'm the appraiser·9·

· · ··     representing Travis Central Appraisal District, and10·

· · ··     I affirm that I remain under oath from a prior11·

· · ··     hearing.12·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··That you remain under13·

· · ··     oath.··Thank you.14·

· · · · · ·          Ms. Michel, have you been sworn in this year?15·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··I have been sworn in.16·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Okay.··Can you please17·

· · ··     state your name and business address and affirm18·

· · ··     that you've been -- that you remain under oath.19·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Yes.··My name is Lorri Michel.20·

· · ··     My business address is 812 West 11th Street, Suite21·

· · ··     301, Austin, Texas 78701.··I'm the attorney for the22·

· · ··     property owner Texas Disposal Systems Landfill,23·

· · ··     Inc., and I'm -- I remain under oath this year.24·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Thank you.25·

6
· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··I was sworn in previously.·1·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Thank you.··And, Mr.·2·

· · ··     Mercado, can you please --·3·

· · · · · ·          MR. MERCADO:··Sure.··Sure.··My name is Martin·4·

· · ··     Mercado with Morrison & Head, 4210 Spicewood·5·

· · ··     Springs Road, Suite 211, Austin, Texas 78759, and I·6·

· · ··     affirm I am -- remain under oath.·7·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Okay.··Thank you.·8·

· · · · · ·          And, Mr. Legal Counsel, I don't have your·9·

· · ··     name, and I don't know if you plan on participating10·

· · ··     or --11·

· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··I do.··I do.··My name is Dustin12·

· · ··     Banks.··I'm in-house counsel for Travis Central13·

· · ··     Appraisal District, and I remain -- I attest that I14·

· · ··     am under oath from a previous panel.15·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Thank you.··Ms. Mills, do16·

· · ··     we need to do the same for you or --17·

· · · · · ·          MS. MILLS:··Beverly Mills.··I'm18·

· · ··     [unintelligible].19·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Okay.··Thank you.20·

· · ··     Perfect.··So we're ready to begin.··Would you like21·

· · ··     to go first or --22·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··If I may on one matter in23·

· · ··     particular, Mr. Chairman.··The protests that were24·

· · ··     filed initially was excessive market value and25·

7
· · ··     unequal appraisal.··And the property owner is·1·

· · ··     withdrawing its excessive market value protest.··So·2·

· · ··     the only protest being heard today is unequal·3·

· · ··     appraisal.··Here's a copy of the withdrawal.·4·

· · · · · ·          UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:··Thank you.·5·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··So you're withdrawing the·6·

· · ··     market --·7·

· · · · · ·          UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:··Market.·8·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:· ·Correct.·9·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Okay.··And would you like10·

· · ··     to continue?··Would you like to [unintelligible]?11·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Sure, if you don't mind.··So the12·

· · ··     subject property is a landfill.··In the first13·

· · ··     document that I gave you is a photograph of the14·

· · ··     subject property, the top -- it's actually two15·

· · ··     photographs.··One, the bottom part of the photo is16·

· · ··     an aerial photograph, and the top is just a picture17·

· · ··     of what it is.··It's got a lot of waste on it.18·

· · · · · ·          And the subject property consists of 344.592019·

· · ··     acres.··And roughly -- this is just an estimation,20·

· · ··     but approximately 228 acres of the 344 has active21·

· · ··     landfill waste on it.··And then the other 116 or so22·

· · ··     acres is still currently in agricultural.··It23·

· · ··     ultimately will be used for landfill.··That -- that24·

· · ··     will ultimately be part of the landfill, but it's25·

8
· · ··     just not being used for landfill right now.·1·

· · · · · ·          What the -- this property has been the subject·2·

· · ··     of litigation and went to trial, actually, last·3·

· · ··     month against TCAD.··And at the heart of the·4·

· · ··     dispute on the valuation differences between the·5·

· · ··     property owner and TCAD is that TCAD has been·6·

· · ··     appraising, in our opinion, and the Court agreed·7·

· · ··     with the Judgment -- and I'll get to that a little·8·

· · ··     bit later -- had been appraising the property --·9·

· · ··     not appraising the real property, but appraising10·

· · ··     the entire business enterprise of the landfill11·

· · ··     business.··And that's the crux of -- of the dispute12·

· · ··     here.13·

· · · · · ·          And if you'll turn to the second page in the14·

· · ··     handout that I gave you, this -- these are sections15·

· · ··     from the Texas Property Tax Code.··It's the -- it's16·

· · ··     the -- right -- right in back of the picture.17·

· · ··     Yeah.18·

· · · · · ·          And, so, the first section I -- I provided for19·

· · ··     you is Section 11.02 of -- of the Property Tax20·

· · ··     Code, and it says that intangible personal property21·

· · ··     is not taxable, okay?··And then I also included the22·

· · ··     definitions section of the Texas Property Tax Code,23·

· · ··     Section 1.04, subsection 6, which defines for all24·

· · ··     of us intangible property.25·
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· · · · · ·          And it says, "Intangible property means a claim,·1·

· · ··     interest, other than an interest in tangible·2·

· · ··     property, a right or other thing that has value but·3·

· · ··     cannot be seen, felt, weighed, measured, or·4·

· · ··     otherwise perceived by the senses, although it's·5·

· · ··     existence may be evidenced by a document."·6·

· · · · · ·          And then it gives examples of intangible·7·

· · ··     property.··It includes a stock, a bond, a note, an·8·

· · ··     account receivable, a franchise, a license, a·9·

· · ··     permit, demand or time deposit, certificate of10·

· · ··     deposit, share account, share certificate account,11·

· · ··     share deposit account, an insurance policy, an12·

· · ··     annuity, a pension, a cause of action, a contract13·

· · ··     and good will.··So it gives examples.14·

· · · · · ·          So -- so -- so things that can be taxed under15·

· · ··     the Property Tax Code are tangible things, meaning16·

· · ··     things that can be seen and touched.··They're17·

· · ··     physical.··This table.··That calculator.18·

· · ··     Intangible property, like, contracts, cannot be19·

· · ··     taxed, a permit, the right to operate a landfill20·

· · ··     business.··Permits are worth millions of dollars.21·

· · ··     The right to operate landfill business, that cannot22·

· · ··     be taxed under the Property Tax Code.23·

· · · · · ·          It's taxed under other forms of taxation, such24·

· · ··     as the franchise tax, but it is not taxable under25·

10
· · ··     the Property Tax Code.··So as I said, this property has·1·

· · ··     been the subject of litigation, and this property·2·

· · ··     went to trial on June 3rd of this year, so just·3·

· · ··     almost about a month and a half ago it went to·4·

· · ··     trial.·5·

· · · · · ·          And a final judgment was entered.··TCAD·6·

· · ··     actually at trial on the day -- the first day of·7·

· · ··     trial stipulated and agreed to the values of our·8·

· · ··     appraiser, who is an MI --MAI appraiser here in·9·

· · ··     Austin.10·

· · · · · ·          And the Judgment is the next attachment that I11·

· · ··     included.··So this was entered, actually, on June12·

· · ··     6.··And you see the values that were entered by the13·

· · ··     Court upon stipulation, meaning agreement by TCAD.14·

· · ··     And those values -- the property currently is -- is15·

· · ··     valued at $21 million.16·

· · · · · ·          These values for tax years 2009, '10, '11, and17·

· · ··     '13 -- those were the subject of the Judgment --18·

· · ··     those values were reduced to -- I'm going to round19·

· · ··     -- $1.3 million and $1.4 million, and on a per-acre20·

· · ··     basis, the Judgment reduced the value of the21·

· · ··     property to $4,241 an acre.··And that would be for22·

· · ··     -- that would be the value for the 2013 tax year,23·

· · ··     $1,461,415.24·

· · · · · ·          So substantial reduction.··There was a25·

11
· · ··     substantial reduction from the judgment.··Currently·1·

· · ··     have the subsequent years under suit in a second·2·

· · ··     lawsuit that will be going to trial, most likely in·3·

· · ··     March or April.·4·

· · · · · ·          And so the next document that I have here for·5·

· · ··     you is the Appraisal Report for the 2013 tax year.·6·

· · ··     And it's this Appraisal Report that TCAD agreed to·7·

· · ··     the value by our expert.··So you'll see, I have a·8·

· · ··     little pink tabby on there.··And that shows the·9·

· · ··     value conclusions by Mr. Chad Goddard, who, for the10·

· · ··     2013 tax year, reached a median appraised value of11·

· · ··     $4,241 an acre, or roughly $1.46 million.··And12·

· · ··     that's the value that matches with the Judgment13·

· · ··     that TCAD agreed to.14·

· · · · · ·          Now, the thing that is interesting -- they're15·

· · ··     -- landfills are kind of a rare -- not -- not --16·

· · ··     not a common type of property.··There's not a lot17·

· · ··     of them in the state of Texas.··There's only two --18·

· · ··     well, there's really only one other one in Travis19·

· · ··     County that's active and receiving waste.··That's20·

· · ··     the same type of landfill as this one.··It's called21·

· · ··     a Type 1 Municipal Solid Waste Landfill.22·

· · · · · ·          And so a Municipal Solid Waste Landfill that's23·

· · ··     Type 1 is authorized by the State of Texas to24·

· · ··     receive residential waste.··So if you live within25·

12
· · ··     the City of Austin, for example, when the trash comes·1·

· · ··     and gets picked up, it goes -- it literally goes to·2·

· · ··     this landfill, to -- to my client's landfill.·3·

· · · · · ·          They also receive waste -- residential waste·4·

· · ··     from the City of San Antonio.··And so they have two·5·

· · ··     large municipal service contracts, with the City of·6·

· · ··     Austin and the City of San Antonio, that result in·7·

· · ··     so much of their revenue.·8·

· · · · · ·          But as we know, back to what I started with,·9·

· · ··     contracts are not taxable.··They're intangible.10·

· · ··     Not under the Property Tax Code.··They pay taxes on11·

· · ··     the revenue that they receive because of their12·

· · ··     contracts on the -- under the franchise tax.··But13·

· · ··     they can't get it under the property tax.14·

· · · · · ·          So in looking at this and seeing that our15·

· · ··     value was just so much higher, we wanted to see16·

· · ··     what -- and knowing that there's really -- there's17·

· · ··     only one other landfill here that's the same type,18·

· · ··     we wanted to see what land -- how other landfills19·

· · ··     in Texas were appraised.20·

· · · · · ·          And so the next attachment is done by the same21·

· · ··     appraiser.··This is just -- he just wanted to22·

· · ··     update.··I wanted him to update with the 201923·

· · ··     values to see where we landed in our appraised24·

· · ··     value versus the appraised values of other -- of25·
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· · ··     other landfills across Texas.·1·

· · · · · ·          And that is -- the appraisal report that he·2·

· · ··     did for the 2013 year that was the subject of the·3·

· · ··     Judgment, he -- he evaluated on an equal and·4·

· · ··     uniform basis the appraised value of the TDSL·5·

· · ··     landfill, the one here, with the appraised value of·6·

· · ··     other landfills across the state.··And that's what·7·

· · ··     resulted in the very dramatic value reduction.·8·

· · · · · ·          So he updated this for -- for 2019, although·9·

· · ··     he couldn't get all of the 2019 final values10·

· · ··     because they're not all done yet.··So -- so this11·

· · ··     includes -- this is a combination of 2018 values12·

· · ··     and 2019 values.··There's not much difference.13·

· · ··     Just to see, like, where do we land again.14·

· · · · · ·          And you can see, we range from, you know, 8315·

· · ··     percent higher, 242 percent higher, 269 percent16·

· · ··     higher, 1,800 percent higher, I mean, 8,000 percent17·

· · ··     higher, 17,000 percent higher than other landfills18·

· · ··     across Texas.19·

· · · · · ·          And so looking at the 2018 and 2019, if you20·

· · ··     just take a median value of those landfills, again,21·

· · ··     we're right at about $4,000 an acre again.··When22·

· · ··     our appraiser -- like I said, we -- when we -- when23·

· · ··     he started gathering data and looking at the24·

· · ··     appraised values of other similar -- same type of25·

14
· · ··     landfills across Texas and saw how way off this one·1·

· · ··     was, he started calling around to appraisal·2·

· · ··     districts and saying how do you appraise landfills?·3·

· · · · · ·          And the next attachment is just responses from·4·

· · ··     some of the appraisal districts.··So this first·5·

· · ··     attachment, there's some e-mails here.··First·6·

· · ··     attachment is an e-mail from Comal County Appraisal·7·

· · ··     District.··And they say, "Landfills are being·8·

· · ··     valued on a regular rural land table with other·9·

· · ··     parcels that share the normal regular10·

· · ··     characteristic of the area.··The parcel is11·

· · ··     receiving a negative 90, 90 percent of base12·

· · ··     adjustment due to it being a landfill."13·

· · · · · ·          I mean, when you think of the physical14·

· · ··     attributes of a landfill, physically, who wants it,15·

· · ··     really?··I mean, you would like the business16·

· · ··     enterprise.··You'd like the permit that goes along17·

· · ··     with it, and it's worth millions.··You'd like the18·

· · ··     contracts that go along with it.··They're worth19·

· · ··     millions.20·

· · · · · ·          But the property tax can't tax that.··All the21·

· · ··     property tax can do is the physical real property.22·

· · ··     And so Comal County values their landfills based on23·

· · ··     the value of other nearby unimproved land with a24·

· · ··     significant discount.25·

15
· · · · · ·          Let's look at the next e-mail.··This is from·1·

· · ··     Harris County Appraisal District.··Again, same·2·

· · ··     question from our expert to Harris County Appraisal·3·

· · ··     District:··How do you appraise landfills?··"Coming·4·

· · ··     across a landfill, we approach the valuation·5·

· · ··     similar to other vacant properties."··Again, they·6·

· · ··     -- just to take out the business value, they -- the·7·

· · ··     closest way that -- that they -- that Harris County·8·

· · ··     has decided to do this is look at what's other·9·

· · ··     nearby property selling for.10·

· · · · · ·          And I know he had a conversation with the11·

· · ··     chief appraiser of Denton County Appraisal12·

· · ··     District.··And the chief appraiser of Denton County13·

· · ··     Appraisal District said, "We do not use any type of14·

· · ··     income approach for valuing landfills because15·

· · ··     you're going to end up appraising too much of the16·

· · ··     intangible business that we can't -- we're not17·

· · ··     allowed to do under the Property Tax Code."18·

· · · · · ·          And so you see that almost every appraisal19·

· · ··     district in Texas appraises landfills based on the20·

· · ··     value of nearby land.··The only exception to that21·

· · ··     that we're aware of is Bexar County.··Bexar County22·

· · ··     does use some type of income approach, but it23·

· · ··     results in far lower values than what we have.24·

· · · · · ·          But every other appraisal district that we've25·

16
· · ··     inquired to appraises it based on the sale of·1·

· · ··     unimproved nearby land in order to be sure to·2·

· · ··     exclude the business -- intangible business value,·3·

· · ··     the goodwill, the name recognition, the contracts,·4·

· · ··     the permit, take all of that out.·5·

· · · · · ·          So let's look here in Travis County.··Let's·6·

· · ··     see what land -- nearby land is valued at.··Nearby·7·

· · ··     land is valued at -- this is the last attachment.·8·

· · ··     Here's a map.··The blue in the center of this map·9·

· · ··     is the subject property, and then here are just10·

· · ··     comps all around it.11·

· · · · · ·          And you see that we are appraised for 2019 at12·

· · ··     58,988 an acre.··This is the very last attachment13·

· · ··     in the packet that I gave you.··This is the very14·

· · ··     last one.··So it's got a map with the subject and15·

· · ··     then some yellow comps.··And you see at the top,16·

· · ··     we're at 58, almost $59,000 an acre.17·

· · · · · ·          And look at the value of nearby land.··Thirty-18·

· · ··     nine hundred, 2,000, 850, 3,500.··The median is19·

· · ··     3,500 of nearby land.··And so, you know, in my20·

· · ··     personal opinion, Lorri Michel, on valuing real21·

· · ··     estate -- which I'm not a valuation person.··I'm a22·

· · ··     lawyer.··I honestly look at this land and -- and23·

· · ··     with the parameters of what you're able to tax24·

· · ··     under the Property Tax Code of just the physical25·
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· · ··     attributes of property, I honestly think the value, in·1·

· · ··     my opinion, is zero, or even less than.·2·

· · · · · ·          There's millions of dollars of liability.·3·

· · ··     Once the -- that is associated with the·4·

· · ··     environmental regulations that have to continue on·5·

· · ··     the property after the landfill closes.··There are·6·

· · ··     approximately 16 or 15 years left of life to this·7·

· · ··     landfill, to the entire tract, the 344.·8·

· · · · · ·          So -- so by their projections, which they have·9·

· · ··     to report to the Texas Commission on Environmental10·

· · ··     Quality, they have to -- they are projecting to11·

· · ··     close the landfill, that it will be full, in, I12·

· · ··     think, it's either 16 or 15 years.13·

· · · · · ·          And when they close it, that triggers what are14·

· · ··     called post-closure requirements.··They have to put15·

· · ··     up millions of dollars in bonds to make sure that16·

· · ··     they have the financial wherewithal to maintain the17·

· · ··     property from a -- an environmental perspective.18·

· · ··     And they have -- and that -- that responsibility19·

· · ··     imposed by the State of Texas through the TCEQ --20·

· · ··     that's the acronym for the regulatory authority21·

· · ··     that monitors this -- is 30 years.22·

· · · · · ·          So, I mean, frankly, I mean, a lot of people23·

· · ··     -- a lot of appraisers I talked to have said, I24·

· · ··     think, actually, the market value is probably -- of25·

18
· · ··     just the real estate is probably less than zero because·1·

· · ··     of all of the liability and the costs that is·2·

· · ··     associated with owning the property.·3·

· · · · · ·          You know, that being said, I think we've got·4·

· · ··     kind of a clear indication that the numbers, in my·5·

· · ··     opinion, to not -- if you don't want to go to a·6·

· · ··     zero valuation, I think, support about a $4,000-an-·7·

· · ··     acre valuation based on the median from the·8·

· · ··     Judgment that was entered on June 3rd to the·9·

· · ··     updated land value -- I mean, median values for the10·

· · ··     state of Texas landfills, the 30 or so landfills in11·

· · ··     the state of Texas.··They're about 4,000 an acre.12·

· · · · · ·          And then if you look at the land values of13·

· · ··     nearby land, they're about 4,000 an acre.··So14·

· · ··     extracting all of the business value, I would say,15·

· · ··     you know, I -- I would think you could feel16·

· · ··     comfortable with about a $4,000-an-acre valuation.17·

· · ··     That's consistent with the Judgment, consistent18·

· · ··     with the updated values for landfills across the19·

· · ··     state, and consistent with the land values of20·

· · ··     nearby land.··And that's all I have right now.21·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Questions?22·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··I'm definitely going to23·

· · ··     have questions, but I'd love to hear the District24·

· · ··     first.25·

19
· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··I'll reserve my questions·1·

· · ··     until we do that.·2·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Me, too.·3·

· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··Okay.··I guess I'll -- I just want·4·

· · ··     to take the best order of things is --·5·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Thank you, Ms. Michel.·6·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Thank you.·7·

· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··-- to address some of her points·8·

· · ··     that she raised because they're very compelling.·9·

· · ··     But I don't think they're absolutely accurate.··And10·

· · ··     so we'd like to voice our opinion on the matter,11·

· · ··     and then go from there.12·

· · · · · ·          I mean, I'll start off by saying this.··When13·

· · ··     she -- when she kind of asked the rhetorical14·

· · ··     question would we want this property, I absolutely15·

· · ··     love this property because this thing is a16·

· · ··     goldmine.17·

· · · · · ·          If you look at this, it looks like a big pile18·

· · ··     of trash, but I got the pleasure of touring this19·

· · ··     property per the lawsuit that she was talking20·

· · ··     about.··And the operations are, honestly, an21·

· · ··     engineering marvel to witness what's going on at22·

· · ··     this location.23·

· · · · · ·          They got -- they scrap the junkyard out of24·

· · ··     here.··They're pulling scrap metal.··They have a25·

20
· · ··     side business of valuing that.··This -- all this trash·1·

· · ··     -- you see this thing compacting trash down right·2·

· · ··     here, these big dumpsters?··Every second going on,·3·

· · ··     there's just a line of trucks dumping trash in that·4·

· · ··     landfill.·5·

· · · · · ·          Well, why is that important?··Because that·6·

· · ··     line of trucks has to pay a rate to dump in that·7·

· · ··     landfill every minute of the day that they get·8·

· · ··     through the contracts that we offer -- that we·9·

· · ··     provided you on the evidence.10·

· · · · · ·          And those are guaranteed contracts.··So guess11·

· · ··     what?··It's with the municipality, and they're good12·

· · ··     for 20 years.··So when she says -- when she asks13·

· · ··     that question of liability, I would have absolutely14·

· · ··     want -- I just want to throw that out there.··I15·

· · ··     think you all understand that.16·

· · · · · ·          But that leads us to the other things with17·

· · ··     respect to valuation is that you're -- y'all are a18·

· · ··     very experienced board at this point.··You have19·

· · ··     heard thousands of hearings.··Y'all are -- I think20·

· · ··     y'all are very aware that, absolutely, we can't21·

· · ··     value an intangible.22·

· · · · · ·          We can actually consider the intangible in23·

· · ··     coming to the value of a piece of property.··The24·

· · ··     analogy is -- in her -- her analogy, we would -- we25·
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· · ··     could never value a oil and gas well.··And the Supreme·1·

· · ··     Court has clearly denied that.··That's argument we·2·

· · ··     made in the past where they were, like, hey, our·3·

· · ··     oil and gas -- we can't drill our oil and gas·4·

· · ··     because we need a permit.··And they're valuing the·5·

· · ··     permit.·6·

· · · · · ·          And, therefore, the oil and gas did not -- you·7·

· · ··     can't value that.··The Supreme Court said, no,·8·

· · ··     clever -- clever argument.··That's a good one, but,·9·

· · ··     guess what?··No, the oil and gas has worth of its10·

· · ··     own.11·

· · · · · ·          This pile of trash has a worth in its own.12·

· · ··     This piece of land has value because it's now --13·

· · ··     the royalty method that we've -- the material we14·

· · ··     provided in the packet on this T-method, there's a15·

· · ··     high debate on whether you kind of look -- you view16·

· · ··     it as a permit, tantamount to a permit like17·

· · ··     building your house.18·

· · · · · ·          So going -- another good analogy would be your19·

· · ··     house.··You have to have a permit to build your20·

· · ··     house, right?··Well, you're valuing the permit.21·

· · ··     You -- that house.··You can't value that house22·

· · ··     because it's based on a permit to build that house.23·

· · ··     No, that's -- I think y'all are aware now that24·

· · ··     that's not exactly accurate.25·

22
· · · · · ·          So if you want to debate that more, I would love·1·

· · ··     to develop that more.··I think -- I highly·2·

· · ··     recommend not -- we shouldn't be talking in·3·

· · ··     considering the 2013 Judgment or any other prior·4·

· · ··     judgments.··One, that's six years ago, right?·5·

· · ··     We're -- we're agreeing to something that was six·6·

· · ··     years ago.··We're settling things that are 2009,·7·

· · ··     '10, '11, and '13, so it was grouped at four years.·8·

· · · · · ·          When she makes the -- the statement that the·9·

· · ··     District is agreeing to his valuation method,10·

· · ··     that's absolutely incorrect.··We adopted his value.11·

· · ··     We completely disagree with his valuation method.12·

· · ··     This -- Ms. Michel -- and I'm going to say under13·

· · ··     oath -- she's a very good attorney.··Litigation14·

· · ··     involves a lot more than just the valuation side of15·

· · ··     it.16·

· · · · · ·          It involves discovery.··It involves motions.17·

· · ··     Very complicated litigations outside the scope of18·

· · ··     the actual methods used by her experts.··Ms.19·

· · ··     Michel, I'm going to concede, you know, very good20·

· · ··     job representing her client in this case.21·

· · · · · ·          That left us in the position that we felt it,22·

· · ··     between costs and our ability to win on the matter,23·

· · ··     not worth our time and money.··And given the fact24·

· · ··     those years are way old, and the fact that she was25·

23
· · ··     doing a good job representing her client, we decided it·1·

· · ··     was best to adopt their value because in that case·2·

· · ··     -- and this is a very -- very, very good case·3·

· · ··     because it tests all the limits of the tax code,·4·

· · ··     one of which is the ability to use comps outside·5·

· · ··     your county in a E&U case.··There's no case law on·6·

· · ··     that.·7·

· · · · · ·          We think it's improper, regardless if we adopt·8·

· · ··     that value because the fact that, like she just·9·

· · ··     said, different appraisal districts use different10·

· · ··     valuation methods.··So she provides you a couple11·

· · ··     examples of appraisal districts giving their12·

· · ··     opinion that supports her opinion of appraisal.13·

· · · · · ·          Well, guess what?··Like, the list she provided14·

· · ··     you, she isn't providing you 18 or 15 different15·

· · ··     other e-mails that maybe support our position,16·

· · ··     right?17·

· · · · · ·          So that's why we think it's kind of improper18·

· · ··     to be valuing E&U based on other properties outside19·

· · ··     your appraisal district.··It'd be like comparing a20·

· · ··     neighborhood in Austin to a neighborhood in Harris21·

· · ··     County or a neighborhood in Dallas County.22·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··What do you mean by E&U?23·

· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··Equal and uniform.24·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Oh, yeah.··Sorry.25·

24
· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··Equal and uniform.··So that's why we·1·

· · ··     think that that's not exactly accurate.··Another --·2·

· · ··     another huge problem with that, especially in this·3·

· · ··     kind of property -- Ms. Michel already referred to·4·

· · ··     this -- there's just not very many dumps in the·5·

· · ··     state of Texas, let alone the county.·6·

· · · · · ·          In addition to that, a lot of those -- a lot·7·

· · ··     of those waste disposal -- or waste sites are·8·

· · ··     exempt.··And, I mean, I hate to say this on the·9·

· · ··     record, but when things are exempt, appraisal10·

· · ··     districts don't usually try to do their best to11·

· · ··     value things.··They kind of let it fall by the12·

· · ··     wayside.13·

· · · · · ·          So a lot of those ones outside our county, I14·

· · ··     have no control if that appraisal district doesn't15·

· · ··     really care about that property.··Guess what?··It's16·

· · ··     exempt.··It doesn't matter to them.17·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··If I may clarify.··None of the18·

· · ··     comparable properties are exempt properties.19·

· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··So none -- all of them are --20·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··No.··They're --21·

· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··-- privately owned?22·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Yes.··Uh-huh (affirmative).23·

· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··But that could be a consideration,24·

· · ··     so I'll let [unintelligible] on that.··But,25·
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· · ··     regardless, as she's already indicated, calling around·1·

· · ··     to different appraisal districts that use different·2·

· · ··     appraisal methodology, that makes it difficult to·3·

· · ··     compare our valuation methods to their valuation·4·

· · ··     methods.·5·

· · · · · ·          And I think that's about all that I want to·6·

· · ··     speak to.·7·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Just a clarifying point.·8·

· · ··     You did mention, Ms. Michele --·9·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Uh-huh (affirmative).10·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··-- that some years are11·

· · ··     under the condition.··Now, is that '14, '15, '16,12·

· · ··     and '17?13·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··And '18.14·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Not '19?15·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··We are in '19.16·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Not yet.17·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··We're in '19 now.18·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··So you have '14, '15, '16,19·

· · ··     '17, and '18, and then your Judgment was '09, '10,20·

· · ··     '11, and '13.21·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Correct.22·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··'12 was --23·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Something happened to '12.··It24·

· · ··     didn't make it into the lawsuit.25·

26
· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Okay.··So -- so what's --·1·

· · ··     what's your opinion of value as a District? I mean·2·

· · ··     --·3·

· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··Well, that -- so I just wanted to·4·

· · ··     address those points.·5·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··I just want to have one·6·

· · ··     more question.··When you talk about something I'm·7·

· · ··     familiar with, at least I can speak to -- when you·8·

· · ··     talk about the law and how the tax code is, well,·9·

· · ··     from my perspective, while I understand what the10·

· · ··     code is saying, that would make it difficult for11·

· · ··     somebody to value an apartment complex on income12·

· · ··     because the apartment complex --13·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··I can distinguish that.··I can14·

· · ··     distinguish that.15·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Well, but there's still a16·

· · ··     lease.··A lease is a contract.17·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··I can distinguish that, if -- if18·

· · ··     you'll let me address that.19·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··I will.··Let me just add20·

· · ··     one more thing to the record.··Or a patent, a piece21·

· · ··     of paper that has value.··And I come from that22·

· · ··     background, so please distinguish that for me.23·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Sure.··So it's a great question,24·

· · ··     and when I first got involved in this case, I25·

27
· · ··     grappled with that, too.··I'm kind of, like, hmm, how·1·

· · ··     is this different than an apartment complex or an·2·

· · ··     office building or a mini-storage warehouse·3·

· · ··     facility?·4·

· · · · · ·          They are -- they all have contracts, leases.·5·

· · ··     And we all know that the income approach is·6·

· · ··     appropriate to value those income-producing·7·

· · ··     properties.··The reason that's appropriate is·8·

· · ··     because when you rent or lease an apartment or an·9·

· · ··     office building or a mini-storage warehouse, you10·

· · ··     obtain a property right, an interest in the11·

· · ··     property, okay?12·

· · · · · ·          And so, naturally -- so and that interest,13·

· · ··     that right that you acquire is your right to reside14·

· · ··     in the apartment complex for two years or however15·

· · ··     long your lease is.16·

· · · · · ·          Your right in the -- given to you by the17·

· · ··     contract for your office space is the right to18·

· · ··     occupy the office space for a certain period of19·

· · ··     time and to use it.··And when that happens, an20·

· · ··     interest in the real estate is given to you by21·

· · ··     agreement.22·

· · · · · ·          So you actually get a -- you get limited23·

· · ··     rights to that property.··And so, naturally, it is24·

· · ··     appropriate, because you're getting an interest in25·

28
· · ··     the property, to say, okay, well, if all of these·1·

· · ··     people get an interest in the property by executing·2·

· · ··     these leases, then that should be a way to·3·

· · ··     determine what the value of the whole property is·4·

· · ··     because we're basically selling little pieces for·5·

· · ··     periods of time of the property.·6·

· · · · · ·          Very different from a landfill.··And Dusty had·7·

· · ··     included the City of Austin's contract, so this is·8·

· · ··     the City of Austin's contract.··And the City of San·9·

· · ··     Antonio contract is similar.10·

· · · · · ·          The difference between a landfill and a11·

· · ··     contract or a lease to rent an office or a mini-12·

· · ··     storage warehouse or an apartment is, as I said,13·

· · ··     you get -- as a tenant, you have the right to use14·

· · ··     the property.··You -- the landlord is giving up his15·

· · ··     right to fully use, you know, Apartment 2B because16·

· · ··     he's giving that to you for money.17·

· · · · · ·          And so that -- when you do that, because18·

· · ··     you're giving up property rights, the right to use19·

· · ··     the property, you can use an income approach to20·

· · ··     value the property.··There is no property right21·

· · ··     being transferred here.··These are service22·

· · ··     contracts.23·

· · · · · ·          So if you turn to Page 3 of the City of Austin24·

· · ··     contract -- it's in Dusty -- and I'll just hold25·
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· · ··     this up to you.··But it's Page 3, and under the Scope·1·

· · ··     of Work, "TDS shall provide disposal services."·2·

· · · · · ·          Next paragraph, "TDS shall perform the·3·

· · ··     required services."··Next paragraph, "Services."·4·

· · ··     What happens when TDS takes the possession of the·5·

· · ··     trash?··They take ownership of the trash.··This --·6·

· · ··     the City relinquishes -- the City has no right in·7·

· · ··     the property.··And, in fact, the contracts, to show·8·

· · ··     you how untied these contracts are to the property,·9·

· · ··     it says at the end of Paragraph A, "TDS may10·

· · ··     transfer waste from the TDS landfill to any other11·

· · ··     disposal site."12·

· · · · · ·          They don't even have to put the waste there.13·

· · ··     They just have to commit to the City of Austin,14·

· · ··     "We'll take your waste and we'll get rid of it."15·

· · ··     It isn't even linked to this -- to this property.16·

· · ··     It's a service contract that cannot be taxed.17·

· · · · · ·          They are relying on the income of these18·

· · ··     service contracts, not a right -- not contracts19·

· · ··     that give them a right to occupy the property, to20·

· · ··     use the property.··That's -- those types of21·

· · ··     contracts can be considered because you're getting22·

· · ··     an interest in the property.23·

· · · · · ·          Here, this is just a contract to get rid of24·

· · ··     waste.··So the other thing that I would say also25·

30
· · ··     about the City of Austin contract -- and this is true·1·

· · ··     with any municipal contract -- those are·2·

· · ··     essentially up for renewal every time a city·3·

· · ··     council -- a new city council is seated.·4·

· · · · · ·          So the city council -- so, I guess, what I'm·5·

· · ··     saying is they're quite vulnerable.··So a big part·6·

· · ··     of their business operation, quite honestly, is·7·

· · ··     kind of making sure the politics are right, that·8·

· · ··     they've got the right city councils in place who·9·

· · ··     are going to keep and honor those contracts because10·

· · ··     when a new city council is seated every two years,11·

· · ··     they do not have to -- they can reject contracts12·

· · ··     that were entered by a previous.13·

· · · · · ·          Do they do that very often?··No.··But they14·

· · ··     can.··So I just kind of wanted to point that out.15·

· · ··     But I just wanted to give you that distinction16·

· · ··     between the apartment complex --17·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Thank you.··Yeah.··I18·

· · ··     wanted to address that distinction, and I think I'm19·

· · ··     going to have, also, a question for the counsel of20·

· · ··     the District.21·

· · · · · ·          The example that you gave regarding an22·

· · ··     apartment and the occupation --23·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Right.24·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··-- not occupation as a25·

31
· · ··     job --·1·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Right.·2·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··-- occupation of the·3·

· · ··     physical premises --·4·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Uh-huh (affirmative).·5·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··It's a good example, but a·6·

· · ··     better example would be the occupation of a·7·

· · ··     restaurant space --·8·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Uh-huh (affirmative).·9·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··-- where customers come10·

· · ··     in, supplies are delivered.··There's some operation11·

· · ··     going on, and a service is provided to the paying12·

· · ··     customers.13·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Correct.14·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Can you -- can you touch15·

· · ··     on your point using that -- those boundaries that16·

· · ··     -- that scenario that I'm painting regarding a17·

· · ··     restaurant or a retail?18·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Sure.··Sure.··And it's a really19·

· · ··     good question.··So for a restaurant, typically,20·

· · ··     what will happen, or a retail establishment, is21·

· · ··     they will have a lease in place for, once again,22·

· · ··     occupying and providing the service of providing23·

· · ··     food, or a retailer will have a lease for right to24·

· · ··     sell goods in a -- at a particular location.25·

32
· · · · · ·          And, again, that's quite distinguishable from what·1·

· · ··     is going on here where the City of Austin has no·2·

· · ··     right to come and occupy this property.··The·3·

· · ··     City --·4·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Well, the City --·5·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··-- of San Antonio does not,·6·

· · ··     either.·7·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··The City cannot perform·8·

· · ··     those services without occupying the property,·9·

· · ··     correct?10·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··No.11·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Can those services be12·

· · ··     performed without occupying the property?13·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··The -- the waste is disposed14·

· · ··     there, but they do not have -- they do not have a15·

· · ··     right to stay on that property, to be on that16·

· · ··     property.··And, in fact, if TDS under this contract17·

· · ··     says, "You know what?··It's not coming to this18·

· · ··     property anymore.··We're going to go send it over19·

· · ··     there," the City of Austin can't do anything about20·

· · ··     it and has zero right to do anything about that.21·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Is that a hypothetical, or22·

· · ··     is that what we see in the pictures --23·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··It's in the -- it's in the -- so24·

· · ··     that trash, once that trash gets to a TDSL25·
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· · ··     facility, whether it's here or wherever TDS takes·1·

· · ··     possession of it, it ceases being property of the·2·

· · ··     City of Austin.··It -- ownership now --·3·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··And what is that cycle?·4·

· · ··     What is -- what is the length of that cycle?··Is it·5·

· · ··     a minute, or is it week?·6·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··It's instant.··It's -- it's like·7·

· · ··     it is instant.··The minute --·8·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··This trash disappears in·9·

· · ··     an instant?10·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··No.··What I mean is once it gets11·

· · ··     to their facility, the City -- it ceases being12·

· · ··     owned by the City of Austin, that it is owned by13·

· · ··     TDSL at that point.··They have -- they have14·

· · ··     liability and responsibility for the waste.··It is15·

· · ··     no longer the City of Austin's waste at that point,16·

· · ··     once it gets there.17·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Okay.18·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Or wherever it's going to go.··So19·

· · ··     even -- so all of that waste there, the City of20·

· · ··     Austin has no right, possession, ownership,21·

· · ··     anything to it at that point once it gets there.22·

· · ··     It's the instant it gets there, it stops being --23·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Well --24·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··-- an interest or a property of25·

34
· · ··     the City.··With regard to the San Antonio --·1·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Let me go back to the·2·

· · ··     restaurant example.·3·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Yeah.·4·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··So the landlord, owner of·5·

· · ··     a restaurant doesn't have right to the inventory of·6·

· · ··     the company that occupies this space, but that·7·

· · ··     inventory is taxable.·8·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Well, because that -- and that·9·

· · ··     inventory is taxable by the owner of the -- of the10·

· · ··     inventory, so the restaurateur.··And the reason11·

· · ··     that is taxable is because it's used to produce12·

· · ··     income, and it's tangible.13·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Yeah.14·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··So the inventory is tangible.15·

· · ··     It's typically owned by the lessee, and that lessee16·

· · ··     gets a property tax bill.17·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··So is this taxable?··Is18·

· · ··     this trash taxable?19·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··No. No.20·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··But it's an essential part21·

· · ··     of the functionality and economic use of this22·

· · ··     property.23·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Well, so far nobody has put a24·

· · ··     dollar on the waste itself.25·
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· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··Except for liability.·1·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Except for liability, yeah.·2·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Yeah.··But it is essential·3·

· · ··     to -- I mean, this is, in his example --·4·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··It's a service -- okay -- if I·5·

· · ··     may --·6·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Oil -- oil and gas.·7·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··It is a service contract, so the·8·

· · ··     service -- so oil and gas in its own right has·9·

· · ··     value.··People will pay money for oil -- a lot of10·

· · ··     money -- and gas.··Nobody will pay a dime for waste11·

· · ··     on a landfill.12·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··This is a distinction that13·

· · ··     is actual, or is it philosophical?··I mean --14·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Well, I would say it's pretty --15·

· · ··     it's pretty actual.··We have a Judgment reducing --16·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Yeah.17·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··-- it -- the -- the value down to18·

· · ··     $1.4 million.19·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··I understand the -- the20·

· · ··     place of the Judgment.21·

· · · · · ·          Yes, Mr. Banks?22·

· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··Well, a comment about the23·

· · ··     liability aspect.··The trash is actually the sole24·

· · ··     indicator of how they monitor the property.··When25·

36
· · ··     they provide reports to TCEQ, it's all about the·1·

· · ··     compaction rate.·2·

· · · · · ·          So as that landfill gets filled or not filled·3·

· · ··     or compresses, it's all monitored off the trash·4·

· · ··     being put into the land.··The complete -- the land·5·

· · ··     is monitored by the trash coming in.··The contracts·6·

· · ··     evolve around the capacity of the landfill.·7·

· · · · · ·          What does that revolve around?··The trash·8·

· · ··     being put in the landfill.··Everything about the·9·

· · ··     trash has to do with the land, and everything about10·

· · ··     the land has to do with the trash.··That's why the11·

· · ··     permitting process is so important.··That's why12·

· · ··     they basically are locked in.··That's why it's13·

· · ··     worth so much.14·

· · · · · ·          It's not a liability, okay?··You know why?15·

· · ··     Because that thing for the next 30 to 50 years is16·

· · ··     going to produce methane gas from the compression.17·

· · ··     They -- they put microbes in, in that trash.··It18·

· · ··     breaks it down into methane gas.··Wonderful world19·

· · ··     we live in, right?20·

· · · · · ·          So they're going to get to extract gas out of21·

· · ··     that trash in the next -- I don't know if they've22·

· · ··     already started production.··I think they have.23·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··Yeah.24·

· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··But --25·
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· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··They -- they are not producing·1·

· · ··     methane gas.·2·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Okay.··I -- I would like a·3·

· · ··     point of clarification because you speak of the·4·

· · ··     City and also of TDS, and we need to know a little·5·

· · ··     bit of the distinction there of who's being taxed·6·

· · ··     on this.··Is it the City of Austin that's being·7·

· · ··     taxed, or is it the operator of the place that is·8·

· · ··     being taxed?·9·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··It's -- it is my client.··My10·

· · ··     client is --11·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Your client is the12·

· · ··     operator?13·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Is the owner and operator.14·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Owner and operator.··Okay.15·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··They own -- they own the16·

· · ··     land.17·

· · · · · ·          UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:··Yeah.18·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··I have a question19·

· · ··     before you --20·

· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··Yes, sir.··Yeah, they hold the21·

· · ··     permit and own the land.22·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··Yeah.23·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Yes, Mr. Broughton, go24·

· · ··     ahead.25·

38
· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··Moving from -- moving·1·

· · ··     from global to mundane, your -- your protest is now·2·

· · ··     unequal and are not equal or not uniform as to·3·

· · ··     others, and there is no other landfill that we're·4·

· · ··     aware of in Travis County.·5·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Correct.·6·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··Now, we know very·7·

· · ··     well that -- that -- that methods vary widely from·8·

· · ··     county to county --·9·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Uh-huh (affirmative).10·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··-- about how -- how11·

· · ··     these values are obtained.··But I want you to tell12·

· · ··     us what you think the effect of a final13·

· · ··     determination is.··Is a final determination in14·

· · ··     Harris County a different creature than a final15·

· · ··     determination in -- in Travis County, or how can we16·

· · ··     -- how can we compare these two?17·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Yeah.··Sure.··I think that when18·

· · ··     you have a very unique or limited type of property,19·

· · ··     the tax code absolutely allows, under an equal and20·

· · ··     uniform challenge, to use properties outside of the21·

· · ··     county as comparable property.22·

· · · · · ·          And, in fact, what our expert did in the23·

· · ··     lawsuit -- and that's what TCAD agreed to and to24·

· · ··     the values that were -- that were entered.··So25·
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· · ··     we've got precedent for that, that -- that -- with that·1·

· · ··     -- we can use the median value of landfills across·2·

· · ··     the state to -- because they're such a rare type of·3·

· · ··     property -- to determine what the equal and --·4·

· · ··     proper equal and uniform value is.·5·

· · · · · ·          And I will say this.··One of the reasons for·6·

· · ··     that is the landfill business, in particular, is·7·

· · ··     not limited by county lines, as I said.··This·8·

· · ··     landfill receives waste from the City of San·9·

· · ··     Antonio.··They receive waste from Colorado County.10·

· · · · · ·          They -- and -- and so it is - it's not fair to11·

· · ··     have my client compete for landfill business at a12·

· · ··     tax that is far higher, thousands of times --13·

· · ··     percent -- times higher than other landfills across14·

· · ··     the state.15·

· · · · · ·          We are confident we are going to win that16·

· · ··     issue in the courts.··I think they are, too.··I17·

· · ··     think that's why they conceded and agreed.··And so18·

· · ··     what we do know is that Travis County is the only19·

· · ··     appraisal district that -- we've reached out to so20·

· · ··     many -- that appraises landfills the way that they21·

· · ··     are doing, our landfill.··And that's why we are so22·

· · ··     unequally appraised.23·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··Okay.··Well, what I24·

· · ··     was -- what I was really getting around in --25·
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· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Uh-huh (affirmative).·1·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··-- and I'm asking you·2·

· · ··     just to validate what I think is going on --·3·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Okay.·4·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··You have a Final·5·

· · ··     Judgment setting the value of this property.··Is·6·

· · ··     this Final Judgment any different in terms of legal·7·

· · ··     way from what would happen if you had a final·8·

· · ··     judgment in another county that uses completely·9·

· · ··     different methods to value these landfills?··Is the10·

· · ··     result of the appraisal process comparable to the11·

· · ··     result of the appraisal12·

· · ··     process··--13·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··I -- I do.··I think so, yes.··I14·

· · ··     think it would be the same.··I think -- I -- I15·

· · ··     think if we were in Harris County or Comal County16·

· · ··     or Denton County, we would be -- we would look at17·

· · ··     their practices the same way, and we would18·

· · ··     determine -- we would determine an equal and19·

· · ··     uniform value that, I think, would be similar to20·

· · ··     what we -- what was resulted in the Judgment.21·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··Thank you.22·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Uh-huh (affirmative).23·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Okay.··Ms. Stone, what is24·

· · ··     the opinion of value --25·
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· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··She had to make a·1·

· · ··     presentation first.·2·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··Yeah.··She's·3·

· · ··     [unintelligible].·4·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··She'll pick it up.·5·

· · · · · ·          (Crosstalk)·6·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Oh, you would like to make·7·

· · ··     a statement?·8·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··Yes, sir.·9·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··All right.··Yeah.··Well, I10·

· · ··     thought they were together making the presentation.11·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··He's just doing the legal12·

· · ··     side.13·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··So here in Travis County, we have14·

· · ··     three landfills we value on this income approach.15·

· · ··     And I'm sitting here listening to the discussion in16·

· · ··     regards to the contracts and how there's differing17·

· · ··     opinions on how you value contracts and everything.18·

· · · · · ·          But, actually, what we do with these19·

· · ··     properties is we're not valuing it on any type of20·

· · ··     contract.··We are looking at -- in our packet, if21·

· · ··     you will look at this simple page here.··On the22·

· · ··     second page, this is a report that comes from the23·

· · ··     TCEQ.··This --24·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··This is your packet, no?25·
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· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··Yes, sir, but on the front, there·1·

· · ··     should be another small --·2·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··I already unclipped a ton·3·

· · ··     of things.··I think I see it, yes.·4·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··Okay.··Okay.··So on the second·5·

· · ··     page.··This is a report that comes from TCEQ.··This·6·

· · ··     is a report that provides us information on -- this·7·

· · ··     is an annual report based on information from 2018.·8·

· · ··     We utilize this same information from each of the·9·

· · ··     landfills here in our county.10·

· · · · · ·          It provides us information in regards to the11·

· · ··     average rate that is charged by ton.··It provides12·

· · ··     us the information in regards to the actual tonnage13·

· · ··     that was accepted in 2018 to this landfill.··And it14·

· · ··     also gives us the total permitted area in acres.15·

· · ··     It gives us the remaining life.16·

· · · · · ·          With that information, we provide -- we17·

· · ··     calculate a discounted cashflow.··We do that for18·

· · ··     all three of our landfills, equal and uniform.19·

· · ··     That's how we value these properties.20·

· · · · · ·          So with our formulation here on the first21·

· · ··     page, we calculate the total tons by the average22·

· · ··     rate charge, and that is the actual tonnage that23·

· · ··     was accepted to this landfill.24·

· · · · · ·          We utilize ten percent of the gate revenue.25·
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· · ··     We have a discount rate.··We apply it over a course of·1·

· · ··     the 15 years, and we have a valuation of·2·

· · ··     $19,837,089.··It's an easy calculation.··You take·3·

· · ··     that value, divide it by the acres in the landfill,·4·

· · ··     and that is the valuation that's applied per acre·5·

· · ··     for this landfill.··That is how we do it for each·6·

· · ··     of the three landfills that we have in this area.·7·

· · · · · ·          They're going to vary significantly because·8·

· · ··     they're going to have different amounts of waste·9·

· · ··     that are brought in.··They have different rates,10·

· · ··     and they have different -- different life11·

· · ··     expectancy in their landfill.12·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Okay.13·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··And so it's -- that's going to14·

· · ··     vary, but that is all information that we receive15·

· · ··     from the TCEQ.16·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Okay.17·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··And with that, we feel that we are18·

· · ··     at market -- realize that's not market -- we feel19·

· · ··     we are equally and uniformly appraised with the --20·

· · ··     the landfills that are within our district and the21·

· · ··     ones that we are responsible for.··And with that,22·

· · ··     we would ask for a no change in value on the23·

· · ··     subject property.24·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Okay.··The -- the field25·
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· · ··     card shows the appraisal method at cost.··Is that a·1·

· · ··     typo, or --·2·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··Cost would be for the improvements·3·

· · ··     that are on -- there's some -- there's some·4·

· · ··     improvements.··Not a lot of improvements --·5·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Okay.·6·

· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··Another property we were trying to·7·

· · ··     and -- right, that was the one 200 --·8·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··No.··No, there's -- no, there's·9·

· · ··     improvements on the property.··The cost is on the10·

· · ··     improvements.11·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··The improvements?12·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··Yes.13·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··So the land market value14·

· · ··     that is there is not to be used, 20-million-15·

· · ··     something-something?16·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··That is the valuation.··We utilize17·

· · ··     19,837,140 --18·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Yeah.19·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··-- for the 228 acres, and then20·

· · ··     there's an additional 116.5 million --21·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Yeah, but my point -- my22·

· · ··     point is that the District often indicates there23·

· · ··     what is the valuation method for the PID.24·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··Uh-huh (affirmative).25·
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· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··And, here, you indicate cost,·1·

· · ··     but we've been talking about economic value.· ·So·2·

· · ··     is it income that should show up there, or --·3·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··That is for the improvements·4·

· · ··     only --·5·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Yeah.·6·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··-- the improvements segment of the·7·

· · ··     account.·8·

· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··Yeah.··So I would say -- my·9·

· · ··     testimony in rebutting her, it maybe got a little10·

· · ··     bit too far down the path if -- this is how we --11·

· · ··     our method of using, and that's why I was trying to12·

· · ··     say her representing the other counties' appraisal13·

· · ··     methods is why I don't like that argument because14·

· · ··     we're trying to use this other method, which would15·

· · ··     be because of our right to choose our method of16·

· · ··     appraisal, and she's referring to other methods of17·

· · ··     other counties, which is not what we're using.18·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Okay.··You have a19·

· · ··     question?20·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Yeah, I have a couple.21·

· · · · · ·          So, Ms. Stone, the --22·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··Yes, sir.23·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··-- the Municipal Solid24·

· · ··     Waste Annual Report, they talked about the counties25·
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· · ··     served.·1·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··Uh-huh (affirmative).·2·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··And that's pretty much·3·

· · ··     tons of counties.··Is that -- am I reading it·4·

· · ··     correctly if I assume that this methodology is used·5·

· · ··     by those various counties?·6·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··What I understand is these·7·

· · ··     counties are the ones that contribute waste to this·8·

· · ··     landfill.··These --·9·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··To this landfill, the one10·

· · ··     in question, the subject?11·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··Yes.··This is for Texas Disposal12·

· · ··     Landfill.13·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Those are the counties where they14·

· · ··     receive waste from.15·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Okay.16·

· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··Yeah.17·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Yeah.18·

· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··So in these contracts, if you19·

· · ··     [unintelligible] provided, they have these transit20·

· · ··     stations.··They go dump the waste at the transit21·

· · ··     station and then Waste Management takes it to that22·

· · ··     right --23·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··I got you.24·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Or TDSL, uh-huh (affirmative).25·
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· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··Yeah, TDSL.·1·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··I got you.··And last·2·

· · ··     question I have before I yield to my colleagues·3·

· · ··     here is you're -- you're looking at the discounted·4·

· · ··     value of 19.8 million on your -- or somebody --·5·

· · ··     somebody did.··Actually, it's not you.··Talking·6·

· · ··     about present value and then on this date it was·7·

· · ··     19.8.·8·

· · · · · ·          You used the methodology of ten percent that·9·

· · ··     gets revenue discounted at 18 percent; you have10·

· · ··     years of operation, 15 left.··You come to 19.811·

· · ··     million.12·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··Yes.13·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Why is that different14·

· · ··     from your opinion of value being the -- the15·

· · ··     21.something?16·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··Okay.··So we have 19.8 million --17·

· · ··     and this is just rounded -- on the land that is18·

· · ··     involved with the landfill.··We have an additional19·

· · ··     116.592 acres that are valued at 489,000.··We have20·

· · ··     improvements on this property of 1,388,000 --21·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Ahh.22·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··-- would be 26.23·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Okay.··That is the one --24·

· · ··     the one -- so this 19 only relates to the portion25·
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· · ··     that is --·1·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··In --·2·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··-- to Ms. Michele's·3·

· · ··     system on it, a hundred and eight -- the 218 acres.·4·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··Two hundred and twenty-eight·5·

· · ··     acres.·6·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Two hundred and twenty-·7·

· · ··     eight.··My math is bad.·8·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··Yes.··And if you'll -- on the·9·

· · ··     account card on the first page, it will show the10·

· · ··     228 acres down here.11·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Uh-huh (affirmative).12·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··And it does -- there is a comment13·

· · ··     about the landfill valuation is based on income.14·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··I see that, yeah.15·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··And then on the second page, there16·

· · ··     is the second land segment for the additional17·

· · ··     acreage --18·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Yeah.19·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··-- that actually is receiving an20·

· · ··     ag valuation.21·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Okay.··Thank you, Ms.22·

· · ··     Stone.··Mr. Dustin, the -- you made a statement23·

· · ··     somewhere along the lines where you said that it24·

· · ··     wasn't fair to compare with other counties.··There25·
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· · ··     is -- how do you then suggest the equal and uniform --·1·

· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··So --·2·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··-- to be carried out?·3·

· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··So that's why in this case we've·4·

· · ··     learned so much because that -- that's just not·5·

· · ··     certain.··Like I was saying, the case law is, like·6·

· · ··     -- and can I start by saying when she says we agree·7·

· · ··     to the valuation, that's absolutely not right·8·

· · ··     because, like you pointed to, there's other law --·9·

· · ··     there's other years in litigation.10·

· · · · · ·          And so we -- we kind of were surprised by this11·

· · ··     tactic of using -- the first time ever we've seen12·

· · ··     an appraiser in that -- in that litigation where13·

· · ··     the appraiser offered three opinions.··What he did14·

· · ··     was he went and valued us equal and uniform amongst15·

· · ··     the county, then he did a subject working area,16·

· · ··     like, contractual rights that surround the area17·

· · ··     outside, like, San Antonio, Bexar County, and18·

· · ··     Travis County, and then he did a statewide.19·

· · · · · ·          So the appraiser -- her expert offered three20·

· · ··     different opinion in values.··And so we were just21·

· · ··     kind of taken back at that tactic, and we're very22·

· · ··     busy here at the appraisal district, didn't have23·

· · ··     time to kind of account for that and try to24·

· · ··     adequately refute that.25·
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· · · · · ·          So what we did is, from the get-go, we wanted to·1·

· · ··     settle this lawsuit, that -- those lawsuits.··But·2·

· · ··     as Ms. Michele had testified to, they were arguing,·3·

· · ··     basically, for zero value.··So it was impossible·4·

· · ··     for us to settle.·5·

· · · · · ·          So, finally, when it came to that, we were,·6·

· · ··     like, hey, we'll just adopt your statewide, and·7·

· · ··     we're going to get rid of those suits, and move on·8·

· · ··     it, and then we'll have for our '14, '15, '16, and·9·

· · ··     '18.··We're probably going to make case law with10·

· · ··     these cases because of the fact that, like I said,11·

· · ··     the analogy is, do you compare a neighborhood here12·

· · ··     to a neighborhood in Harris County?··Because I'm13·

· · ··     pretty sure I can take a neighborhood here and show14·

· · ··     1,000-percent difference in one of the15·

· · ··     neighborhoods in Harris County.16·

· · · · · ·          And the reason for that being is because -- or17·

· · ··     some other county in Texas because appraisal18·

· · ··     districts use different appraisal methodologies.19·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··But we're not comparing20·

· · ··     neighborhoods.··We're -- we're --21·

· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··We're carrying -- we're22·

· · ··     carrying··--23·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··We're comparing economic24·

· · ··     activity.25·
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· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··That's right.·1·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Yeah.·2·

· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··That's right.·3·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··So how -- how do you·4·

· · ··     suggest to carry the equal and uniform --·5·

· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··Within our --·6·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··-- notion with this PID·7·

· · ··     which is a very unique property, and there is not·8·

· · ··     that many here in Travis County?·9·

· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··Well, for equal and uniform, I10·

· · ··     think we should only be looking within our county11·

· · ··     where you have the same appraisal methodology used12·

· · ··     with respect to the property --13·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··And you're talking about14·

· · ··     these neighbor's then?15·

· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··Yes, sir.··Yes.16·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Yeah.··Okay.17·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Wait, wait, wait, wait.18·

· · ··     Hang on one second.··These are not the ones you're19·

· · ··     talking about.··The three landfills you're20·

· · ··     referring to including this one, are they here?21·

· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··Is that the working -- is that22·

· · ··     yours?23·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··No.24·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··No.25·
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· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··Is that the working area?·1·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··Those are -- those are -- no.··The·2·

· · ··     -- the landfills are not located near --·3·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Yeah.·4·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··-- the subject property.··Those·5·

· · ··     yellow comps are -- are -- are unimproved nearby·6·

· · ··     land --·7·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Ahh.·8·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··-- that are very similar --·9·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··It is just land.··Got it.10·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··Yeah, similar to ours.11·

· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··I don't know -- we don't have it12·

· · ··     in our evidence.··Do you have it in -- did you13·

· · ··     include that in the --14·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··I have --15·

· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··We -- there's nothing attached16·

· · ··     showing a map.17·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··So how many other18·

· · ··     properties like this are there?··There's two more?19·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··Two others, yes, sir.20·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Yeah.··So a total of21·

· · ··     three.··Okay.··Okay.22·

· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··One of which is now inactive, by23·

· · ··     the way.24·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··There's -- there's only one Type 125·
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· · ··     -- one other Type 1 landfill that is actively receiving·1·

· · ··     waste in Travis County.··That's the Waste·2·

· · ··     Management facility.·3·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Yeah.·4·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··The Republic BFI is also a Type 1,·5·

· · ··     but it is no longer receiving waste.·6·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Okay.·7·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··There is a Type 4 landfill near·8·

· · ··     the airport.··That's a different type of landfill.·9·

· · ··     They cannot receive solid municipal waste.··I don't10·

· · ··     -- we didn't -- we didn't consider that a11·

· · ··     comparable property.12·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··Yeah.13·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··My question is:··From an14·

· · ··     equal and uniform perspective, market has been15·

· · ··     withdrawn, this is the subject.··These have nothing16·

· · ··     to do with landfills.··So would it be, from a17·

· · ··     District perspective -- and I'll get that here --18·

· · ··     would it make sense to compare the equal and19·

· · ··     uniform methodology to these non-landfill20·

· · ··     properties or to the ones you have indicated, Ms.21·

· · ··     Stone, that are specifically landfills?22·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··No, sir, it's not -- they're --23·

· · ··     they're -- it's apples and oranges.··We have to24·

· · ··     look at landfills and how we appraise each25·
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· · ··     landfill.··And we use the same methodology with each·1·

· · ··     landfill.··Their parameters are different because·2·

· · ··     of the information we receive from TCEQ.·3·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··So because the use is·4·

· · ··     different, you cannot -- I'm just trying to --·5·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··Yes.··Yes, sir.·6·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··You cannot use these that·7·

· · ··     Ms. Michele has pointed to, to apply the concept of·8·

· · ··     equal and uniform?·9·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··No, sir.10·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··And I ask you the same11·

· · ··     thing, because let's say --12·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Harris County does.··Comal County13·

· · ··     does.··Denton County does.14·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Well, we're talking about15·

· · ··     Travis.··So you think that -- okay.16·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··They are -- they are -- if you --17·

· · ··     to do otherwise, to -- back to her -- this is what18·

· · ··     -- what -- what they're doing wrong, what they've19·

· · ··     done wrong, and what we, basically -- we were -- we20·

· · ··     were proving they did wrong in the previous21·

· · ··     lawsuit.22·

· · · · · ·          Gate revenue.··PV factor, present value.23·

· · ··     She's talking about volume and revenue.··Revenue of24·

· · ··     a landfill is greatly affected by whether or not25·
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· · ··     they've got large municipal contracts or not.··They are·1·

· · ··     appraising our business enterprise, not the real·2·

· · ··     property.··They are appraising the fact that my·3·

· · ··     clients are really good business people, get really·4·

· · ··     good contracts.·5·

· · · · · ·          They employ -- the other thing we didn't·6·

· · ··     really talk about, their compaction practices.·7·

· · ··     They have very state-of-the-art compaction -- those·8·

· · ··     are business practices --·9·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Right.10·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··-- that allow them to compact11·

· · ··     more waste more efficiently.··Again, they're --12·

· · ··     they're basically putting an income tax through the13·

· · ··     property tax --14·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Yeah.15·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··-- is what they're doing here.16·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Yeah.··Yeah.··Question:17·

· · ··     Your client owns the land or is leasing the land --18·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··He owns it.19·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··-- from the City?20·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··They -- TDSL owns -- they own --21·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Owns the land.22·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··If -- if the -- oddly enough, if23·

· · ··     the City had owned or owns the land, it would be24·

· · ··     100-percent exempt.25·
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· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Yeah.·1·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··If the City owned it.·2·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Yeah.·3·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··It's because my client owns it·4·

· · ··     that it's taxed, and, again, we believe -- we·5·

· · ··     believe they're taxing the business.··They're·6·

· · ··     putting another income tax on my -- my client's·7·

· · ··     business.·8·

· · · · · ·          We think that we've got support for a median·9·

· · ··     value of $4,000 an acre from the Judgment, from the10·

· · ··     2018/2019 equity analysis that our expert put11·

· · ··     together, based on the comparative land values of12·

· · ··     nearby land -- the only way to extract out the13·

· · ··     business value.··So we're going to ask for a14·

· · ··     overall value for the account of $1.4 million.15·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··That's what they had here16·

· · ··     when I multiplied with 4,000 by --17·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Yeah.··Right.18·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··I'm good.··Go ahead.19·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Well, Ms. Michele, in your20·

· · ··     testimony, you -- you said there is an economic21·

· · ··     life left of 15, 16 years here.22·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Uh-huh (affirmative).23·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··So there is -- that, in24·

· · ··     and of itself, speaks to the -- the value of the25·
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· · ··     land, of the property itself.·1·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Uh-huh (affirmative).·2·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··And you're saying that·3·

· · ··     that should not be taxed on the one hand --·4·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··No, I'm -- I'm not saying that·5·

· · ··     the -- I mean, I am not saying that the land should·6·

· · ··     not be taxed at all.··I mean, in my opinion --·7·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··No, no, no.··The·8·

· · ··     economic --·9·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Right.··But that's --10·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··-- use of it.11·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··-- business.··That is business.12·

· · ··     That -- that -- that life of 15 years is set by the13·

· · ··     permit.··The Supreme Court in the cases that he14·

· · ··     referenced reaffirms that permits are not tangible.15·

· · ··     It's dependent on what the permit from the State of16·

· · ··     Texas says.··It is dependent on their -- the -- the17·

· · ··     -- their contracts, their -- all of the --18·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Yeah.19·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··I mean, that -- that life --20·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Maybe if you can help me21·

· · ··     see it in this way.22·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Yeah.23·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··In a restaurant property,24·

· · ··     you have the landlord --25·
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· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Uh-huh (affirmative).·1·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··-- you have the operator,·2·

· · ··     and then you have the revenues.··If the operator is·3·

· · ··     real good, they're going to have really high·4·

· · ··     revenues.·5·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Right.·6·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··But that's not what the·7·

· · ··     District taxes.··The District taxes the comparable·8·

· · ··     rates --·9·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Right.10·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··-- given the type of11·

· · ··     property or the type of activity --12·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Uh-huh (affirmative).13·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··-- that they perform14·

· · ··     there.15·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Right.16·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··So in that separation17·

· · ··     where you have three elements, how can --18·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Uh-huh (affirmative).19·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··-- how can we place the20·

· · ··     owner/operator of this property?··Is -- is -- is he21·

· · ··     the -- the one that would pay rent if the property22·

· · ··     wasn't him?23·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··That would -- that would very24·

· · ··     often, typically, happen, yes.··It --25·
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· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:· ·And would that rent be·1·

· · ··     dependent of the type of operation, the base rate,·2·

· · ··     so to speak --·3·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Uh-huh (affirmative).·4·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··-- speaking in District·5·

· · ··     terms, for a retail center is from the -- you know,·6·

· · ··     for an office.··So the type of operation that they·7·

· · ··     perform in that property, would that be the -- the·8·

· · ··     -- the -- the principal that would anchor the·9·

· · ··     taxation of the property?10·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··I -- I don't think so in this11·

· · ··     instance at all, no.··That would be highly12·

· · ··     improper.··Again, so the difference between your13·

· · ··     restaurant example and -- and the landfill example14·

· · ··     -- and Martin pointed this out to me a couple --15·

· · ··     well, you raised it previously.··Anybody can own a16·

· · ··     restaurant.··If I wanted to start a restaurant and17·

· · ··     open, I don't -- I don't have to go through a very18·

· · ··     extensive and possibly regulatory process to open a19·

· · ··     restaurant.20·

· · · · · ·          I -- so nobody can just open a landfill.··It's21·

· · ··     -- you know, he says, "Oh, I'd like to own the22·

· · ··     landfill."··The amount of money that went into23·

· · ··     getting the right -- just the right to operate it24·

· · ··     was millions and millions of dollars to just25·
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· · ··     operate a landfill.·1·

· · · · · ·          So -- and that is -- that permit has value.·2·

· · ··     That is a -- that -- but it's intangible.··It·3·

· · ··     cannot be taxed.··And it's -- it's -- it is linked·4·

· · ··     to their right -- to their business right to·5·

· · ··     operate a landfill.·6·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Let me -- let me make a·7·

· · ··     clarifying point.··A restaurant has to be open with·8·

· · ··     certain regulatory things, grease trap, vent hood.·9·

· · ··     The rent that they would charge to an operator that10·

· · ··     was to occupy --11·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Uh-huh (affirmative).12·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··-- the District are13·

· · ··     representative of the property, the way it was14·

· · ··     approved to be in that line of business.15·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Uh-huh (affirmative).16·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··So -- and I believe that17·

· · ··     the District taxes that.··The economic activity is18·

· · ··     the rent.··So in this --19·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Correct.20·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··-- case, in the case of21·

· · ··     the landfill, what would be that element that is22·

· · ··     analogous to the restaurant situation?··What would23·

· · ··     be the rent that the owner/operator would -- would24·

· · ··     pay to be able to do the --25·
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· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··I -- I don't think there -- under the·1·

· · ··     Property Tax Code, I don't think there is an·2·

· · ··     analogous situation for a landfill because the·3·

· · ··     landfill, one, the property is irreparably damaged.·4·

· · ··     The physical property of a -- of the landfill is·5·

· · ··     irreparably damaged, and will take decades of·6·

· · ··     costly monitoring for environmental -- so the·7·

· · ··     physical attributes of -- unlike your restaurant,·8·

· · ··     my property is destroyed in this process.·9·

· · · · · ·          It is destroyed.··And that's why I'm saying10·

· · ··     you could argue for even a negative value.··I've11·

· · ··     talked to a lot of appraisers who say, "Actually,12·

· · ··     if you're just talking about the tangible property,13·

· · ··     the real estate's probably negative, but for the14·

· · ··     business enterprise that goes on it."15·

· · · · · ·          So I'm here not to say give it a negative16·

· · ··     value.··I'm here not even to say give it a zero17·

· · ··     value.··What I am saying is the best way to18·

· · ··     appraise this type of property in a way that19·

· · ··     extracts all of the intangible business enterprise20·

· · ··     is to do it the way most counties do it in Texas.21·

· · ··     And that is look at it, how was it based on nearby22·

· · ··     value of land -- unimproved land.23·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Okay.··Do you have24·

· · ··     anything to say?25·
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· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··All I have to say is just real plain·1·

· · ··     and simple.··Equal and uniform.··We are appraising·2·

· · ··     this property the same as we appraise the other two·3·

· · ··     properties that are landfills in Travis County.·4·

· · · · · ·          We have equally and uniformly appraised this·5·

· · ··     property in relation to similar properties within·6·

· · ··     our district.·7·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Do you have that sheet?·8·

· · ··     Where is the equal table here with the other two·9·

· · ··     properties?10·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··I do not have that.··I could --11·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··So an equity grid, so to12·

· · ··     speak.13·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··An equity grid, yes.··No, I don't14·

· · ··     have an equity grid, so to speak, because their15·

· · ··     characteristics vary so much, they don't receive16·

· · ··     their -- the amounts of tonnage of waste that they17·

· · ··     receive.··It's different --18·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··My point exactly.19·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Yeah.20·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··They're -- but it's the same21·

· · ··     methodology.22·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··I -- I would argue here that she23·

· · ··     has not presented a median equal and uniform value,24·

· · ··     and they have the burden of proof.··I've presented25·
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· · ··     an equal and uniform value of 4,000 an acre.··I -- I·1·

· · ··     think you're obligated in the absence of an equity·2·

· · ··     grid or an equal and uniform analysis to support·3·

· · ··     our number.·4·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Okay.··We're going to·5·

· · ··     close testimony.··If we have any questions, we may·6·

· · ··     reopen, but not necessarily.··Thank you.·7·

· · · · · ·          Okay.··You have the --·8·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··I do.·9·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··[Unintelligible].10·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··We are not a learned11·

· · ··     appellate judge panel, and no one should attempt to12·

· · ··     hold us to standards that a court would.··But13·

· · ··     judgments, gentlemen -- judgments have14·

· · ··     consequences.15·

· · · · · ·          And for a lawyer, the nightmare consequences16·

· · ··     are the unforeseen ones.··And when the county17·

· · ··     agreed that these are the stipulated values for18·

· · ··     this property -- and this is backwards reasoning,19·

· · ··     but I still think it worked -- when they agreed to20·

· · ··     the stipulated values, they agreed to how they got21·

· · ··     the values.··They can't walk away from that.22·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Well, that's -- I'm not23·

· · ··     disagreeing, and -- and we have a lot of experience24·

· · ··     in here.··And I'm glad that on the record you said25·
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· · ··     what you said because this panel here is -- is tasked·1·

· · ··     with establishing, in our opinion, value.··So·2·

· · ··     you're correct.··And market has been withdrawn, so·3·

· · ··     it's an equity.·4·

· · · · · ·          UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:··Yes.·5·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Okay.··So from an equity·6·

· · ··     perspective, the District did not produce a grid of·7·

· · ··     some sort that supports equity.··But the point you·8·

· · ··     made, you do have a Judgment.··And you do not only·9·

· · ··     have a Judgment, there is another pending lawsuit10·

· · ··     under -- under oath was presented into evidence11·

· · ··     that they have '14, '15, '16, or '17, you know, the12·

· · ··     next four years.13·

· · · · · ·          So -- but my -- my issue is I'm looking at14·

· · ··     this from a business perspective, that there is15·

· · ··     value somehow.16·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··Oh, yeah, there is.17·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··And this value, I mean,18·

· · ··     whether you tell me -- I mean, people don't get19·

· · ··     into this line of business because they're really20·

· · ··     -- the goodness of the heart.··There is money to be21·

· · ··     made.··There is tons of money.··But we're not22·

· · ··     valuing that on an income approach.··That's been23·

· · ··     taken off.··Pretty much, it's no longer a market24·

· · ··     thing.25·
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· · · · · ·          I wish the District had provided an equity grid,·1·

· · ··     even if there is disparity, but at least I would·2·

· · ··     have seen that.··And that's where my struggle is.·3·

· · ··     I do see your point.··I mean, and I'm going to say·4·

· · ··     something on the record.·5·

· · · · · ·          Whether we -- this esteemed panel sustains its·6·

· · ··     value or close to a million four, I can promise you·7·

· · ··     it's going to go into litigation.·8·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··So what?··I mean --·9·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··So that -- that --10·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··-- that's not --11·

· · ··     that's not our concern.12·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··But we're not here --13·

· · ··     we're not a traditional court in that sense.··Our14·

· · ··     opinion is our opinion based on our various -- and15·

· · ··     based on the evidence provided.··So I must give16·

· · ··     credit to Ms. Michele by saying that we have not17·

· · ··     seen the evidence.··And the court's clear as to18·

· · ··     whether or not you do have an equal and uniform19·

· · ··     argument from the District.20·

· · · · · ·          But under oath, Ms. Stone says we used the21·

· · ··     same methodology in valuing the other two.··So I'm22·

· · ··     -- I'm -- I'm still spinning here a little bit,23·

· · ··     and, normally, I don't.24·

· · · · · ·          UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:··Okay.25·
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· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··But I like what you're·1·

· · ··     saying.··How about you?·2·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··But I think judgments·3·

· · ··     have terrible consequences sometimes, and for the·4·

· · ··     County, this may be a terrible consequence.··They·5·

· · ··     may have stipulated along the way to a lot more·6·

· · ··     than they thought they were going to.·7·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Yeah.··No, that's --·8·

· · ··     that's good.··I mean, I -- I -- I -- what do you·9·

· · ··     think?10·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Well, it seems incredible11·

· · ··     that after everything we've discussed and how deep12·

· · ··     we've gotten that we don't have a way to look at13·

· · ··     this property vis-à-vis the -- the other two14·

· · ··     properties in the county.15·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··We do have -- we do have16·

· · ··     oral testimony on the properties, so, I mean --17·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··Yeah.18·

· · · · · ·          UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:··But she didn't give us19·

· · ··     any values.20·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··No, we don't.21·

· · · · · ·          UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:··Ms. Stone didn't give us22·

· · ··     any values.23·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··No, Ms. Stone did.··She24·

· · ··     said [unintelligible] value.25·
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· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··Yeah.·1·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··That was her opinion of·2·

· · ··     value.··So you have --·3·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··But she didn't give·4·

· · ··     us any equity values, anything to compare it to.·5·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··No, we didn't -- we didn't·6·

· · ··     have anything in writing.·7·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··They didn't have any·8·

· · ··     oral testimony about what the --·9·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··She did.··She said -- she10·

· · ··     -- she --11·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··-- about what the12·

· · ··     value of the other two --13·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··No, no --14·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··No, no value.15·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Correct.16·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··No.17·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··We don't have to have18·

· · ··     that.··I don't know if it's a dollar or a million19·

· · ··     dollars.··I don't know.20·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Yeah.21·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··Okay.··Then they22·

· · ··     saying they didn't meet their burden of proof.23·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Yeah.24·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··To get to this25·
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· · ··     [unintelligible] stuff that we need an answer anyway.·1·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··I think -- it seems·2·

· · ··     incredible, but it is what's going on.·3·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··I come to -- I come·4·

· · ··     to the million-four, or -- yeah, $4,000 an acre·5·

· · ··     times however many acres this is.·6·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Yeah, the million-four,·7·

· · ··     if you're looking from a mathematical thing, she's·8·

· · ··     right.··I did the same number.··So -- and that's·9·

· · ··     where you -- that's where you're at, Mr. Broughton.10·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··All right.··Well,11·

· · ··     that's -- that's --12·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Are you then --13·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··-- where I think it14·

· · ··     lands in the --15·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Yep.16·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··I'm not there.··I'm going17·

· · ··     to dissent because I'm having a major problem with18·

· · ··     that.··But that's fine.··This is why we have a19·

· · ··     panel of three.··So go ahead.20·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··I will find my script21·

· · ··     for the motion.··Regarding Property ID 352332 for22·

· · ··     the tax year 2019, I move that the equity value is23·

· · ··     -- what's -- I don't -- I've lost it in all this.24·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··It's 1.4.··That's what you25·
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· · ··     said.·1·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··1. -- okay -- is·2·

· · ··     $1,400,000.··This -- this is a reduction from the·3·

· · ··     notice value of $21,714,939.··This motion is based·4·

· · ··     upon the evidence presented by the protesting party·5·

· · ··     being more convincing than the evidence presented·6·

· · ··     by the District, specifically, that the -- the·7·

· · ··     District has not met its initial burden of proof of·8·

· · ··     showing what a proper equity valuation of this·9·

· · ··     property is.10·

· · · · · ·          And, furthermore, that the protesting party11·

· · ··     has -- has met a -- has -- has -- has presented12·

· · ··     convincing evidence of how a value of $1.4 million13·

· · ··     for this tract should be calculated based upon14·

· · ··     comps that are not within Travis County, that are15·

· · ··     -- nevertheless have had values determined that are16·

· · ··     -- that are fair and equal.17·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··You know I18·

· · ··     [unintelligible].19·

· · · · · ·          UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:··[Unintelligible].20·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Yeah, that's what I mean.21·

· · ··     After the motion, you don't --22·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··No, no, I can second and23·

· · ··     we can vote against it.··I'm just saying there is24·

· · ··     discussion outside.25·
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· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··That's precisely.··Don't·1·

· · ··     second it, and then we open --·2·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Yeah.··Oh, that's what·3·

· · ··     you meant.··Okay.·4·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Yeah.·5·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··I'm with you.··Okay.·6·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··So your motion is not·7·

· · ··     seconded.··Let's open back testimony.··Yes --·8·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··The motion is not·9·

· · ··     completed.10·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··It's not completed.··It11·

· · ··     doesn't mean --12·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··But I'll withdraw it13·

· · ··     if you want --14·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··No --15·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··You can withdraw the16·

· · ··     motion.17·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··Yeah, I'll withdraw.18·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··It's -- we -- there was19·

· · ··     that going on here.··Okay.··So we're opening back20·

· · ··     testimony.··Yes, Ms. Stone.21·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··I apologize, but the 1.4 million,22·

· · ··     I understand, is the land value.··There's also an23·

· · ··     improvement value on this property, so please24·

· · ··     consider the improvement value as well as the land25·
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· · ··     value.·1·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··Okay.·2·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Okay.·3·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··If I may have the opportunity,·4·

· · ··     the equity grid that I included includes land and·5·

· · ··     improvements at the four million also.·6·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Can each of you point us·7·

· · ··     to the respective pages, please?·8·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Yes.··And, again, I just I want·9·

· · ··     to point out -- let's see -- we are going to go to10·

· · ··     the equity -- it's -- it's on the legal sheet of11·

· · ··     paper.··It's by our appraiser, the one that I12·

· · ··     presented earlier, and the $1.4 million Judgment13·

· · ··     value also included improvements.··So that is a14·

· · ··     median land and improvement value for landfills.15·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··Okay.··I misunderstood because I16·

· · ··     understood it was 4,000 --17·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Oh.18·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··-- per acre land value.··I19·

· · ··     misunderstood.20·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··That's what you said.21·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Right.··That's of the Travis22·

· · ··     County.··The Travis County equity that I gave you23·

· · ··     is just land, but the -- the one from the Judgment24·

· · ··     and the one from the -- the 2018/2019 is land and25·
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· · ··     improvements.·1·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··I think we need to see the·2·

· · ··     exact sheet, please.·3·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··It's right there.·4·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··Yeah.·5·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··It's this one.·6·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··So this one?·7·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Yes.·8·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Okay.·9·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Ms. Stone, a quick10·

· · ··     question.11·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··Yes, sir.12·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··What is the improvement13·

· · ··     value that the District has?14·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··The improvement value is15·

· · ··     $1,388,026.16·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··1,388?17·

· · · · · ·          MS. STONE:··026.18·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Uh-huh (affirmative).19·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Which is also extremely unequally20·

· · ··     appraised.··Again, we've -- the Judgment value in21·

· · ··     the Final Judgment is land and improvements at22·

· · ··     roughly 4,000 an acre, updated for 2018 and 2019 is23·

· · ··     median land and improvement for landfills of 4,00024·

· · ··     an acre.25·
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· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··So this is where the·1·

· · ··     confusion was.··What you mean is the equivalent per·2·

· · ··     acre for the land and the improvement of $4,000?·3·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Yes.·4·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··The way it came across is·5·

· · ··     you're only talking land.·6·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Right.··No.·7·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Hence, the comment that·8·

· · ··     Ms. --·9·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Got it.10·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··-- Ms. Stone made.11·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Thank you.12·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··I'm just clarifying that.13·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··And the additional 15014·

· · ··     acres are 400-and-something?··You had the15·

· · ··     additional --16·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Hundred and sixteen17·

· · ··     acres.18·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··The 116 acres is 489,773.19·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Got it.··Okay.20·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··And I would like to point out on21·

· · ··     their card, their appraisal cards --22·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Yes.23·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··-- I want you to look at the24·

· · ··     value at the bottom of the sheet --25·
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· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··773.·1·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··-- which shows the land value of·2·

· · ··     the portion of the property.··The portion of the·3·

· · ··     property that is the landfill is at 87,000 --·4·

· · ··     87,000 an acre.··Right here.··The portion of the·5·

· · ··     land that is not landfill, the 116 acres, is 4,200·6·

· · ··     an acre.··That tells you they're valuing the·7·

· · ··     business enterprise.··Eighty-seven thousand an acre·8·

· · ··     with waste that is destructing the physical·9·

· · ··     attributes.10·

· · · · · ·          And, again, at this point, they have not11·

· · ··     presented any evidence of a median value.··I have.12·

· · ··     It's supported by a Final Judgment.··I've given you13·

· · ··     an equity grid of 4,000 an acre.··It includes land14·

· · ··     and improvements.15·

· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··Within her equity grid, it16·

· · ··     contains the property that we had.··So do what you17·

· · ··     will on that, but the values that are testified --18·

· · ··     provided by Ms. Michele as regarding the values19·

· · ··     allowing for your equity analysis, BFI Sunset Farms20·

· · ··     Landfill and WM of Texas was in her equity grid,21·

· · ··     the other two of our properties.··So it is in22·

· · ··     evidence before y'all.23·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··You're saying that this24·

· · ··     would correspond to the equity sheet that the25·
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· · ··     District would have provided or --·1·

· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··Correct.··You do have --·2·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Yeah.·3·

· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··-- evidence of our values in here·4·

· · ··     per their admission of evidence.··So the 2,781,239·5·

· · ··     for BFI Sunset Farms, the WM of Texas, 12,087,548.·6·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··And we've given you --·7·

· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··Y'all are pretty good at·8·

· · ··     valuations, but in that -- that evidence is there·9·

· · ··     to support her oral testimony as to our equity.10·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··Of --11·

· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··I don't need to provide it if she12·

· · ··     provided it for us.13·

· · · · · ·          MS. MICHEL:··It's not provided.··She's14·

· · ··     presented no median appraised value.15·

· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··She testified to the median16·

· · ··     appraisal value based off of those values before17·

· · ··     you that she --18·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Okay.19·

· · · · · ·          MR. BANKS:··-- supported by the evidence.20·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Okay.21·

· · · · · ·          UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:··We need to stay --22·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Okay.··We're going to23·

· · ··     close testimony.··Again, appreciate both sides24·

· · ··     feeling under the gun, and -- and wanting to make a25·
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· · ··     final valid point.·1·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Are you closing·2·

· · ··     testimony?·3·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Yes, testimony is closed.·4·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··That's it.·5·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Yeah.·6·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Okay.··Good.··And I'm·7·

· · ··     glad you opened it and -- and that happens.··What·8·

· · ··     Mr. Broughton said, I mean, I agree with what he·9·

· · ··     said, except I'm going to -- the reason I dissented10·

· · ··     is I wasn't sure if -- if that number included the11·

· · ··     improvements.··I'm glad Ms. Stone clarified it.12·

· · ··     Ms. Michele said it does.13·

· · · · · ·          So simple calculation, and we're far away.14·

· · ··     And, again, I stipulate that, regardless, it's15·

· · ··     probably going to end up in litigation again, which16·

· · ··     is fine.17·

· · · · · ·          If you take the 218 acres and the 116 acres on18·

· · ··     the valuation provided, that gives you about the19·

· · ··     1.9 million, and if you look at the improvement,20·

· · ··     gives you about 900,000.··That's 2.8 million.21·

· · · · · ·          I can go with that --22·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··Let's go with that.23·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··-- just -- just a back-24·

· · ··     of-an-envelope thing, and, you know, if they take25·
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· · ··     it to litigation, that's -- that's not -- that's not in·1·

· · ··     my bailiwick, so --·2·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··I think -- I think if·3·

· · ··     it's -- if 2.8 is the panel [unintelligible].·4·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Yeah.·5·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··But let's go for that.·6·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··But your -- your -- your·7·

· · ··     introduction, Mr. Broughton, to the -- your summary·8·

· · ··     of the -- of the motion was very good.··And if you·9·

· · ··     may -- I know it's redundant, but to do it again10·

· · ··     because you had a great summary which summarizes11·

· · ··     everything we got there.12·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··Well, I'll do the13·

· · ··     best.14·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Okay.··Let's motion.15·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··Regarding Property ID16·

· · ··     352532, the tax year 2019, I move that the equity17·

· · ··     value is $2,800,000.··This represents a reduction18·

· · ··     from the notice value of $21,714,939.19·

· · · · · ·          This -- this motion is based upon credible20·

· · ··     evidence produced by the landowner/protestant of21·

· · ··     outweighing the evidence produced by the Appraisal22·

· · ··     District.23·

· · · · · ·          We're not considering the value of intangible24·

· · ··     property in reaching this -- this decision.··In25·
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· · ··     fact, this decision is driven primarily by the·1·

· · ··     District's failure to meet its initial burden of·2·

· · ··     proof and going forward to present us with an·3·

· · ··     equity value for the property.·4·

· · · · · ·          That being said, the out-of-county equity·5·

· · ··     comps, comparable properties that the -- that the·6·

· · ··     opponents presented do seem to shine some light on·7·

· · ··     the matter, and, also, the fact that the Judgment·8·

· · ··     in Cause No. D1GM09003040, court of -- Travis·9·

· · ··     County District Courts, said the appraised value10·

· · ··     stipulated in the -- in the Judgment implied that11·

· · ··     there have to have been an agreement to -- to a12·

· · ··     method that was used to reach the stipulated agreed13·

· · ··     values that were found to be the value of the14·

· · ··     property by the court.15·

· · · · · ·          Market value -- or sales value having been16·

· · ··     withdrawn by the protestant, no market value is --17·

· · ··     is to be considered -- or to be -- be --18·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Not recommended.19·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··-- not recommended.20·

· · ··     That concludes my motion.21·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Have a motion?22·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··I second.23·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··Let's have a vote.24·

· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER FADEL:··Fadel, yes.25·
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· · · · · ·          PANEL MEMBER BROUGHTON:··Broughton, yes.·1·

· · · · · ·          CHAIRMAN SALVADOR:··And Salvador, yes.·2·

· · · · · ·          It is our recommendation to the full TRB·3·

· · ··     concerning Property ID 352532 for tax year 2019,·4·

· · ··     based upon the motions voted on by the panel, the·5·

· · ··     final market value for the property to be set at·6·

· · ··     $2,800,000.··This is the recommendation of this·7·

· · ··     panel subject to the approval by the full TRB.·8·

· · · · · ·          Ms. Michel, you and/or the property owner -- I·9·

· · ··     think a lot of people are going to get a letter10·

· · ··     from the Chair of the TRB in a few weeks confirming11·

· · ··     this decision.··And the letter will also have12·

· · ··     information of further appeal options.13·

· · · · · ·          This concludes the hearing, and thank you,14·

· · ··     everybody.15·

· · · · · · ·            (Thereupon, the hearing was concluded.)16·

·17·

·18·

·19·

·20·

·21·

·22·

·23·

·24·

·25·
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· · · · · · · · · ··                   C E R T I F I C A T E·1·

··2·

· · · · ··         I, Jennifer Ferris, Legal Transcriptionist, certify·3·

·that the foregoing is a correct transcription from the audio·4·

·recording provided to me in connection with the above-·5·

·entitled matter.·6·

· · · · ··         I further certify that I am neither attorney or·7·

·counsel for, nor related to or employed by any of the parties·8·

·to the action in which this transcription is taken, and·9·

·further that I am not a relative or employee of any attorney10·

·or counsel employed by the parties hereto, or financially11·

·interested in the action.12·

· · · · · ·          Certified to by me this 4th day of November, 2019.13·

·14·

·15·

·16·

·17·

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·                            ______________________ _18·

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·                            Jennifer Ferris· ·

·19·

·20·

·21·

·22·

·23·

·24·

·25·
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ORDER DETERMINING PROTEST 
APPRAISAL REVIEW BOARD FOR: 
TRAVIS CENTRAL APPRAISAL DISTRICT 
8314 CROSS PARK DR 

Owner: TEXAS DISPOSAL SYSTEMS LANDFILL INC 
Prop ID: 352532 
Case#: 2019-93759 

AUSTIN TX 78714-9012 ReflD:04560801030000 
RECEIVED AUG 2 6 2019 Legal Desc: ABS 24 DEL VALLE S ACR 344.5920 (1-D-1) 

ORDER DETERMINING PROTEST OR ORDER OF DISMISSAL 
On July 23, 2019, the Appraisal Review Board ofTRAVIS County, Texas, heard the protest ofTEXAS DISPOSAL SYSTEMS LANDFILL INC 
concerning the appraisal records for tax year 2019. 
The Board delivered proper notice of the date, time, and place of the hearing. The property owner or agent and the chief appraiser of the 
appraisal district were given the opportunity to testify and to present evidence. After considering the evidence and arguments presented at the 
hearing, the Board has determined that the protest concerned the following action(s) permitted by Section 41.41 (a), Tax Code: 

Unequal appraisal 

Based on the evidence, the Board makes the following determination(s) as indicated by X mark and hereby issues the following as its ORDER 
DETERMINING PROTEST OR ORDER ,..;;.O-'-F_D.c...lS'-M-'-'l-'-S-'--'SA--'L-"-: ______ _____________ 

Market Value E ual A raisal Value 
TOTAL VALUE: 2,800,000 

___ The property's appraised value is excessive, and the appraisal records should be changed to $ from the CAD value of$ * 

___ The property's market value is excessive, and the appraisal records should be changed to$ from the CAD value of$ .* 

The appraised or market value of the subject property is not excessive and the appraisal records should not be changed or 
___ should be increased. The appraised value is $ , and the market value is $ . 

The subject property was unequally appraised, arid the appraisal records should be adjusted to reflect a value of 
__ x __ $ 2,aoo,001/ 
___ The subject property was not unequally appraised, and the appraisal records should reflect the appraised value of$ . 

The subject property qualified for the exemption for which application was made, and the appraisal records should be 
___ changed. 

The subject property did NOT qualify for the exemption for which application was made, and the appraisal records should not 
___ be changed. 

The subject property qualified for special appraisal, and the appraisal records should be changed to reflect an appraised value 
___ of$. 

___ The subject property did NOT qualify for special appraisal, and the appraisal records should not be changed. 

The property owner's protest concerning other matters permitted by Section 41.41 (a) is upheld and the appraisal records 
___ should be changed to reflect the following change(s): 

The property owner's protest concerning other matters permitted by Section 41.41 (a) is denied, and the appraisal records 
___ should not be changed. 

___ The appraisal review board lacks jurisdiction to determine the protest and hereby dismisses the protest. 

Appellant's motion under is granted, and the appraisal records should be changed to $ from the CAD value of$ . ** ---
___ Appellant's motion under is denied, and the appraisal records should not be changed. 

*If changes to the appraisal records are ordered due to a determination of excessive appraised or market value and also a determination of 
unequal appraisal, the lower of the two determinations shall be shown in the appraisal records. 
** In the event of a change related to a 25.25D motion, a 10% tax penalty will be applied. 

Signed On 07/31/19 Sign Here 

Chairman, Travis Appraisal Review Board 

TrueAutoma!ion,lnc. 
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NOTICE OF FINAL ORDER 
APPRAISAL REVIEW BOARD FOR: 9214790108354900928847 2006 
TRAVIS CENTRAL APPRAISAL 
DISTRICT 
8314 CROSS PARK DR 
AUSTIN TX 78714-9012 

MORRISON & HEAD LP 
4210 SPICEWOOD SPRINGS RD STE 211 
AUSTIN, TX 78759 

Prop ID: 352532 
Case#: 2019-93759 
ReflD:04560801030000 
Legal Desc: ABS 24 DELVALLE S ACR 
344.5920 (1-D-1) 

Date: 07/31/19 
NOTICE OF FINAL ORDER 

A PROPERTY OWNER HAS A RIGHT TO APPEAL IN 
DISTRICT COURT AN APPRAISAL REVIEW BOARD ORDER 
DETERMINING A PROTEST AS PROVIDED BY TEXAS TAX 
CODE CHAPTER 42. TO APPEAL SUCH AN ORDER TO 
DISTRICT COURT, A PARTY MUST FILE A PETITION FOR 
REVIEW WITH THE DISTRICT COURT WITHIN 60 DAYS 
AFTER THE PARTY RECEIVES NOTICE THAT A FINAL 
ORDER HAS BEEN ENTERED FROM WHICH AN APPEAL 
MAY BE HAD OR AT ANY TIME AFTER THE HEARING BUT 
BEFORE THE 60-DAY DEADLINE. A PROPERTY OWNER 
ALSO HAS A RIGHT TO APPEAL IN DISTRICT COURT A 
DETERMINATION OF AN APPRAISAL REVIEW BOARD ON A 
MOTION FILED UNDER TEXAS TAX CODE SECTION 25.25. 
THE LAW PROVIDES THAT TO FILE SUIT TO COMPEL AN 
APPRAISAL REVIEW BOARD TO ORDER A CHANGE IN THE 
APPRAISAL ROLL UNDER SECTION 25.25, A PARTY MUST 
FILE SUIT WITHIN 60 DAYS AFTER THE PARTY RECEIVES 
NOTICE OF THE APPRAISAL REVIEW BOARD'S 
DETERMINATION OF A MOTION UNDER SECTION 25.25 OR A 
DETERMINATION THAT THE PROPERTY OWNER HAS 
FAILED TO COMPLY WITH THE PRE-PAYMENT 
REQUIREMENTS. FAILURE TO TIMELY FILE A PETITION 
BARS AN APPEAL TO DISTRICT COURT. 

A PARTY OTHER THAN A PROPERTY OWNER, IN ORDER TO 
EXERCISE THE PARTY'S RIGHT TO APPEAL AN ORDER OF 
AN APPRAISAL REVIEW BOARD, MUST FILE A WRITTEN 
NOTICE OF APPEAL WITHIN 15 DAYS AFTER THE DATE THE 
PARTY RECEIVES THIS NOTICE OR, IN THE CASE OF A 
TAXING UNIT, WITHIN 15 DAYS AFTER THE DATE THE 
TAXING UNIT RECEIVES NOTICE PURSUANT TO TEXAS TAX 
CODE SECTION 41.07. 

For more information regarding appeal to district court, you should 
consult Texas Tax Code Chapter 42 and the clerk of the court. If 
you need legal aavice, you should consult an attorney. 

As an alternative to filing an appeal to district court, a property 
owner may appeal through binding arbitration an appraisal review 
board order determining a protest filed under Section 41.41 {a)(1) 
or (2) of the Texas Tax Code concerning the appraised or market 
value of property if: 

(1) the property qualifies as the owner's residence homestead 
under Section 11.13 of the Texas Tax Code; or 

(2) the appraised or market value, as applicable, of the 
property as determined by the order is $5 million or less. 

To appeal an appraisal review board order through binding arbitration, 
a property owner must file with the appraisal district not later than the 
60th day after the date the property owner receives notice of the 
order: 

(1) a completed request for binding arbitration, a copy of which is 
enclosed with this notice; and 

(2) an applicable arbitration deposit made payable to the 
comptroller in the amount provided under Chapter 41 A of the 
Texas Tax Code. 

For more information regarding appeal through binding arbitration, you 
should consult Texas Tax Code Chapter 41A and Comptroller Rule 
9.4251-9.4266. If you need legal advice, you should consult an 
attorney. 

As an alternative to filing an appeal to district court, certain property 
owners may appeal to the State Office of Administrative Hearings 
(SOAH) an appraisal review board order determining a protest 
concerning the appraised or market value of property brought under 
Section 41.41 (a)(1) or (2) of the Texas Tax Code if the appraised or 
market value, as applicable, of the property that was the subject of the 
protest, as determined by the appraisal review board order, is more 
than $1 million. 

To appeal an appraisal review board order to SOAH, a property owner 
must file with the chief appraiser of the appraisal district not later than 
the 30th day after the date the property owner receives notice of the 
order: 

(1) a completed notice of appeal to SOAH, a copy of which is 
enclosed with this notice; and 

(2) not later than the 90th day after the date the property owner 
receives the notice of order a deposit of $1,500 made payable 
to SOAH must be filed with the appraisal district. 

For more information regarding appeal to SOAH, you should consult 
Texas Government Code Chapter 2003 and related SOAH rules. If 
you need legal advice, you should consult an attorney. 

It is important to note that the pendency of an appeal, whether to 
district court, through binding arbitration, or to SOAH, does not affect 
the delinquency date for the taxes on the property subject to the 
appeal. For more specific information, consult the applicable statutes 
and rules. 

TrueAu!oma\ion,lnc. 
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TRAVIS CENTRAL APPRAISAL DISTRICT 
BOARD OFFICERS 
TOM BUCKLE 

CHAIRPERSON 
BRUCE GRUBE 

VICE CHAIRPERSON 
JAMES VALADEZ 

SECRETARY 

MARYA CRIGLER 
CHIEF APPRAISER 

August 16, 2019 

BOARD MEMBERS 
THERESA BASTIAN 

BRUCE ELFANT 
BLANCA ZAMORA-GARCIA 

ANTHONY NGUYEN 
ELEANOR POWELL 

RYAN STEGLICH 
FELIPE ULLOA 

VIA CERTIFIED MAIL RR NO. 70051160000013977339 and VIA HAND DELIVERY 

Ms. Betty Thompson, Chairman 
Travis Appraisal Review Board 
8314 Cross Park Drive 
Austin, Texas 78714-9012 

RE: Notice of Appeal of Travis Appraisal Review Board Determination 
Property ID No. 352532 

Dear Ms. Thompson: 

Received 

AUG-1-9-20-ig__ --- --~ 

MICHEL /GRAY_ 

Travis Central Appraisal District, by and through Marya D. Crigler, acting in her official 
capacity as Chief Appraiser, hereby gives notice of intent to appeal Travis Appraisal Review 
Board's determination of the taxpayer's protest of the District's 2019 tax year valuation of the 
property listed below: 

Travis Central District Property ID Nos. 352532 

Owner(s): Texas Disposal Systems Landfill, Inc. 

Hand Delivered: 8-16-2019 

Printed Name: Betty Thompson, ARB Chairman 

Signature: 

CC: Texas Disposal Systems Landfill Inc.-PO Box 17126, Austin, TX 78760 
(Via Certified Mail/RR 70051160000013977346) 

Morrison & Head, LP-4210 Spicewood Springs Rd. #211, Austin, TX 78759 
(Via Certified Mail/RR 70051160000013977322) 

Lorri Michel, attorney for Catherine Tower, LLC-812 W. I Ith Street, Suite 301, Austin, TX 78701 
(Via Certified Mail/RR 70051160000013977315) 

P.O. BOX 149012 8314 CROSS PARK DRIVE AUSTIN, TEXAS 78714-9012 {512) 834 9317 
WWW.TRA VISCAD.ORG 
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Filed in The District Court 
of Travis County, Texas 

CAUSE NO. D-1-GN-09-003040 
JUN 6 - 2019 RT 

At ri-: 1B 7 M. 

TEXAS DISPOSAL SYSTEMS 
LANDFILL. INC. 

Plaintiff 

vs. 

TRAVIS CENTRAL APPRAISAL 
DISTRICT 

Defendant 

Velva L. Price, District Clerk 

§ IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ TRAVIS COUNTY, TEXAS 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 53rd JUDICIAL DISTRICT 

FINAL JUDGMENT 

On the 3rd day of June 2019, the above entitled and numbered cause came on 

to be heard for trial. Plaintiff, Texas Disposal Systems Landfill, Inc., and Defendant 

Travis Central Appraisal District appeared through their attorneys on record 

announced ready for trial. The parties agreed to waive a trial by jury and proceeded 

with a trial before the bench. 

The parties announced that stipulation was reached regarding the 2009, 2010 

2011 and 2013 tax years' appraised values of PID 352532, consisting of 344.5920 

acres as follows: 

I 
PID TCAD Legal r-2009 T 2010 2011 2013 7 

Description Appraised Appraised Appraised Appraised 
Value Value Value Value 

· 352532 ABS24 $1,364,067 $1,488,465 • $1,475,198 $1,461,415 
DELVALLES 
ACR 344.5920 

Page 1 ofS 
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The parties further stipulated for this case that Section 42.29 of the Texas 

Property Tax Code mandates the award of reasonable and necessary attorney's fees. 

The parties have stipulated that the Plaintiff, Texas Disposal Systems Landfill, Inc., 

is entitled to reasonable and necessary attorney's fees in the aggregate amount of 

$105,000.00, for the four tax years in litigation. For this case, the parties have agreed 

to attorney's fees as follows: 

Attorney's Fees Attorney's Fees Attorney's Fees Attorney's Fees 
2009 Tax Year 2010 Tax Year 2011 Tax Year 2013 Tax Year 

$18,028 $18,345 $13,775 $54,852 

The above amounts are below the statutory limits set forth under Section 42.29 per 

tax year. 

IT IS THEREFORE FURTHER ORDERED AND DECLARED, the 

appraised values of PID 352532 shall be set by Travis Central Appraisal District as 

follows: 

PID TCAD Legal 2009 2010 2011 2013 
Description Appraised I Appraised Appraised I Appraised 

Value Value Value Value 
352532 ABS24 $1,364,067 $1,488,465 $1,475,198 $1,461,415 

DELVALLES 
ACR 344.5920 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED AND DECLARED that no later than 45 days 

after this appeal is finally determined, the Defendant shall ( 1) correct the 2009, 20 I 0, 

D- l -GN-09-003040 
TEXAS DISPOSAL SYSTEMS LANDFILL, INC., v TRAVIS CENTRAL APPRAISAL DISTRICT 
FINAL JUDGMENT 
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2011 and 2013 tax years' appraisal rolls and other appropriate records as necessary 

to reflect the final determination of the appeal; and (2) certify the changes to the 

assessor for each affected taxing unit as required by Section 42.41 of the Texas 

Property Tax Code, 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED AND DECLARED, Travis Central 

Appraisal District shall advise the appropriate tax assessor-collector to refund to 

Plaintiff all amounts due including interest, if any, pursuant to Section 42.43 of 

the Texas Property Tax Code. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED AND DECLARED, Plaintiff shall have 

judgment against Travis Central Appraisal District for reasonable and necessary 

attorney's fees in the amount of $105,000.00, as set forth above. 

IT IS FURTHERMORE ORDERED ADJUDGED AND DECREED 

thisFinal Judgment is enforceable as a judgment. 

IT IS FINALLY ORDERED AND DECLARED that all costs of court are 

assessed against the party incurring same. 

Signed this~ day of June 2019. 

COTT JENKINS 
T, TRAVIS COUNTY 

D- l-GN-09-003040 
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APPROVED AS TO FORM AND SUBSTANCE, AND ENTRY REQUESTED: 

MICHEL I GRAY, LLP 
812 W. 11 th Street, Suite 301 
Austin, Texas 78701 
(512)477- e hone 
(512) 7-66 6 Faes· 

lorri@michelgray.com 
Shane Rogers 
State Bar No. 2403 73 84 
shane@michelgray.com 

Wallace B. Jefferson 
State Bar No. 00000019 
wjefferson@adjtlaw.com 
Melanie D. Plowman 
State Bar No. 24002777 
mplowman@adjtlaw.com 
ALEXANDER DUBOSE & 
JEFFERSON LLP 
515 Congress Avenue, Suite 2350 
Austin, Texas 78701-3562 
Telephone: (512) 482-9300 
Facsimile: (512) 482-9303 

ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF TEXAS 
DISPOSAL SYSTEMS LANDFILL, INC. 

D- l-GN-09-003040 
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EVERSTON & SANCHEZ, P.C. 

0797745 
karen@texESlaw.com 
Mary Sanchez 
State Bar No. 17570830 
mary@texESlaw.com 
c/o Travis Central Appraisal District 
Attn: Legal Department 
8314 Cross Park Dr. 
Austin, Texas 78754 
Telephone: (512) 323-0797 
Facsimile: (512) 532-6598 

ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANT 
TRAVIS CENTRAL APPRAISAL DISTRICT 

D- I-GN-09-003040 
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Automated Certificate of eService
 This automated certificate of service was created by the efiling system. The filer served this
 document via email generated by the efiling system on the date and to the persons listed below:

Gina Verlander on behalf of Wallace Jefferson
Bar No. 19
gverlander@adjtlaw.com
Envelope ID: 69029188
Status as of 10/7/2022 4:45 PM CST
Associated Case Party: Texas Disposal Systems Landfill, Inc.
Name BarNumber Email TimestampSubmitted Status
Melanie Plowman mplowman@adjtlaw.com 10/7/2022 4:32:18 PM SENT
Lorri Michel 14009460 lorri@michelgray.com 10/7/2022 4:32:18 PM SENT
Shane Rogers shane@michelgray.com 10/7/2022 4:32:18 PM SENT
Wallace B.Jefferson wjefferson@adjtlaw.com 10/7/2022 4:32:18 PM SENT
Alexandra WilsonAlbright aalbright@adjtlaw.com 10/7/2022 4:32:18 PM SENT



Automated Certificate of eService
 This automated certificate of service was created by the efiling system. The filer served this
 document via email generated by the efiling system on the date and to the persons listed below:

Gina Verlander on behalf of Wallace Jefferson
Bar No. 19
gverlander@adjtlaw.com
Envelope ID: 69029188
Status as of 10/7/2022 4:45 PM CST
Associated Case Party: Travis Central Appraisal District
Name BarNumber Email TimestampSubmitted Status
Karen Kocks Evertson 797745 Karen@texeslaw.com 10/7/2022 4:32:18 PM SENT
Mark Ryan Trachtenberg 24008169 mark.trachtenberg@haynesboone.com 10/7/2022 4:32:18 PM SENT
Mary Sanchez 17570830 mary@texESlaw.com 10/7/2022 4:32:18 PM SENT
Ryan Pitts 24105941 ryan.pitts@haynesboone.com 10/7/2022 4:32:18 PM SENT


